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Abstract
In this thesis we present two powerful new non-intrusive sensor designs, one for mea-
suring equipment power consumption and one for measuring equipment vibration.
We also discuss a unified data management framework for storing, processing, and
viewing the large amounts of information collected from these sensors. Our electric
power sensor can detect current and voltage with no ohmic contact to the wire. This
enables power measurements from previously unavailable locations such as the front
of the circuit breaker or the surface of a multi wire cable. This sensor is based off
a Tunneling Magnetoresistive (TMR) element which is wrapped in a novel feedback
architecture to provide a linear measurement of magnetic field strength over several
orders of magnitude. The vibration sensor is part of a larger embedded energy har-
vesting project which aims to provide diagnostic feedback on motors during operation.
The management framework is a powerful collection of software programs that allows
data to be collected and stored locally but efficiently manipulated remotely by users
anywhere in the world.
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Among the many potential benefits identified by the U.S. Department of Energy,
the smart grid promises enormous energy savings through cost-effective demand-side
energy management. Households with energy meters that provide real time feedback
consume an average of 3.8% less power than those with standard meters.[4] Such a
reduction equates to permanently eliminating the fuel and greenhouse gas emissions
from over 40 million cars [1]. Widespread accessibility to real time power monitors is
a key component to successful energy conservation.
Unfortunately, real time power monitors are not available to the average con-
sumer. One of the biggest problems in implementing widespread real time power
monitoring is processing the large amounts of data that such monitors can collect.
For applications like load identification, it is profitable to monitor power consumption
thousands of times per second [21]. Rapid sampling (up to 8kHz) exposes high fre-
quency harmonics that help characterize individual loads. These higher frequencies
also contain useful information about the operational condition of a load. Motors
for example, generate principal slot harmonics at frequencies directly proportional to
their rotational velocity. With high frequency sampling it becomes possible to not
only determine that a motor has turned on but also report its current speed [3]. A real
time monitor configured to sample power at 8kHz produces over 28 million samples
per hour.
Efficiently manipulating this data to provide actionable information to the con-
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sumer is a hard problem. The fact that a commercial real time power monitor does
not exist is not for lack of effort. Both Microsoft and Google, veterans in the ‘big data’
industry, have built and deployed power monitoring programs. Microsoft’s Hohm in-
tegrated with existing analog meters but required users to answer up to 180 questions
to properly calibrate the system [7]. Google’s Power Meter initiative offered simi-
lar capabilities but was only available through a few partner utilities [8]. Citing “low
response from consumers” and “slow overall market adoption” respectively, both com-
panies retired these projects in 2012 [6]. We present a solution to this problem which
combines a powerful new database architecture with a unified diagnostic interface,
Nilm Manager. This interface allows users to quickly and easily view data from any
monitoring installation using a standard web browser.
The second major hurdle to real time power monitoring is installing the monitoring
devices themselves. Placing voltage and current sensors on the power lines entering
a residence requires an electrician to install and all power to the location must be
turned off in order for the electrician to access the wires safely. The cost and service
interruption discourage most consumers from installing monitoring equipment. We
have developed a novel sensor architecture that allow us to monitor current and
voltage without making contact with the conductors. With the right calibration,
these sensors can be placed on the breaker box, around the service entry cable, or on
any electric cord. Installation is easy and does not require a service interruption. The
discussion of these sensors is broken into two sections. First we present the circuit
design and theory of operation. Second we explain the reconstruction algorithms
required to accurately measure current and voltage from these sensors.
In addition to power monitoring, we have developed a vibration monitoring tool
that can provide diagnostics about the health of electric motors. We have a designed
a custom sensor package that can record high bandwidth vibration measurements and
run continuously for several days. Simple adhesive pads mount the sensor package to
the junction box on the motor under inspection and all of the data is stored locally
on a micro SD card. Ultimately we plan on combining this sensor with an energy
harvesting circuit so the platform can be permanently embedded in the motor itself
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with data streamed wirelessly to a central controller. We first discuss the circuitry
design and provide justification of our atypical mounting technique. We then present
results from both laboratory experiments and real world measurements taken from
US Navy and Coast Guard engine rooms. We show that vibration measurements
taken during the spin down of a motor is a good indicator of overall motor health





The primary difficulty in monitoring power consumption is extracting actionable infor-
mation from the very large amounts of data collected. In order to develop algorithms
to extract actionable information, it is important to be able to access the data at
many different time scales. Loads can be differentiated by their startup transients
which can require sub-millisecond resolution. However, many loads have duty cycles
on the order of hours or even days. To effectively process this data, a view of the
usage by hour, day or month must be available and easily plotted. At the same time
any portion of this data must be zoomable down to the line cycle. NilmDB by Jim
Paris is a database system that provides exactly this functionality.
2.1 NilmDB
NilmDB manages very large sets of time-stamped data series [9]. Data is grouped
into streams which are analogous database tables. Streams have a fixed data format
specifying the numeric precision and number of data points in each row. Streams also
have a flexible metadata dictionary which can store arbitrary key:value pairs. This is
useful for storing scaling coefficients, descriptions, and units.
A simple example of measuring a three phase power supply illustrates the opera-
tion of this database system (figure 2-1).
1. An analog to digital converter (ADC) records current and voltage sensor read-
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ings for each phase. In this example the system has three phases and therefore
6 sensors are used to measure the power. Each time the ADC samples the
sensors, the data is sent to NilmDB.
2. NilmDB assigns timestamps to each set of samples and stores the data as a row
of six unsigned integers in a stream called /acquisition/raw.
3. A daemon process on the machine then extracts this stream from NilmDB,
applies the correct scaling factors to recover current and voltage from the raw
counts produced by the ADC and calculates the power consumed by each phase.
4. This calculation is fed back into the database as a new stream called /acquisition/power
which has 3 columns of floats representing watts per phase. Both streams can
be accessed by other processes for more calculation or for display.
Figure 2-1: Example Installation of NilmDB
For more complex installations, NilmDB might be fed the results of several differ-
ent ADC’s simultaneously resulting in several different /raw streams. Additionally,
there might be many different analysis daemons each requesting various input streams
and producing many output streams. Such analysis daemons might calculate load de-
tection, harmonic content, line frequency, etc. The flexibility of NilmDB makes it an
ideal processing platform for nonintrusive monitoring applications
20
Figure 2-2: Integrated storage of multi-physical data [9]
2.2 Nilm Manager
NilmDB must be co-located with it’s associated sensors in order to process the high-
bandwidth data and to efficiently calculate secondary streams based on this data.
Since it is inconvenient and impractical to continuously visit each installed NilmDB,
we have designed a centralized management infrastructure called Nilm Manager. Nilm
Manager provides access to remote NilmDB’s allowing any user with an Internet
connection to view data and manipulate the streams. The block digram in figure 2-3
shows the interaction between Nilm Manager and NilmDB .
2.2.1 Network Design
Nilm Manager can connect to an arbitrary number of NilmDB’s all of which may
be geographically diverse. The only requirement is a network connection between
the manager and the remote systems. Wrapping the NilmDB installations behind a
manager allows the database to focus on processing data rather than authentication
mechanisms, user interfaces, and the numerous other aspects of a modern web plat-
form. This architecture also allows placement of NilmDB’s behind network address
translation (NAT) and firewalls. Most residential networks share a single public IP
21
between all the connected systems through NAT. Devices behind NAT cannot be con-
tacted by the public Internet without special configuration on the router. Setting up
such a configuration may not be possible or desirable. We avoid this issue by having
the NilmDB instances initiate SSH tunnels to the NilmManager. Each NilmDB knows
the location of the Nilm Manager (which has a public address) and uses preloaded
authentication credentials to establish a tunnel. Because NilmDB initiates the con-
nection with the NilmManager rather than vice-versa, NAT and Firewall traversal is
not an issue.
Figure 2-3: Architecture of the NILM system [9]
2.2.2 Low Level Operation
Nilm Manager’s web server allows users across the Internet easy access to all of the
NilmDB datasets. Access can be moderated through traditional authentication and
authorization mechanisms (for example username and passwords, or SSL certificates).
The web server is a Ruby on Rails (RoR) application that hosts a thick client interface.
This means that the server only acts as a proxy for the NilmDB instances and the
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client manages application state, data storage, and data representation. An example
set of NilmDB streams is shown in figure 2-4. NILM Manager represents this data as
a hierarchy of objects as shown in figure 2-5. The client uses the Angular.js framework
to implement these capabilities. controller objects manage application state, model
objects store the data, and directive objects format the data for display. The client
begins by requesting a list of available streams from the management server. The
server responds with an aggregated list of streams from all available NilmDBs. A
specific naming convention allows the client to construct a hierarchy of models from
this list. Stream names are interpreted as directory paths. Any directory with a
/info stream is considered a Nilm object. The /info stream does not hold data; it
simply acts as a placeholder and contains metadata that describes the type of data
stored in this directory as well as a formatted name to display in the interface. The
streams in this directory are files whose columns represent a single time series of
data. Metadata in the file streams specify the name and units of each column of
data. Similarly named file streams ending with a [ decim-##] tag are decimated
copies of the base stream. Decimated copies are built by calculating the mean, min,
and max of a chunk of data from the parent stream and storing this instead of the
raw data itself. In the current configuration, decimations are computed by powers 4
so if a parent stream has 16 samples, the first decimation will have 4 samples and the
second decimation will only have 1 sample.
Once these data structures are built by the client and saved as model objects, the
controller object begins listening for events generated by the user interface (mouse
and keyboard events). All of the user interface objects (Angular.js directives)
are loosely coupled through event bindings. This means the models are updated
every time any user interface element receives a change event. This is in contrast
to traditional web interaction where data is entered into the user interface but the
model is not updated until a Submit button is clicked. By dynamically updating the
models the Angular.js framework allows a very natural interaction with the NilmDB
data.
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Figure 2-4: Directory structure of NilmDB streams
Figure 2-5: Mapping of NilmDB streams to Nilm Manager objects
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2.2.3 Using the System
The startup screen for NILM Manager is shown in figure 2-6. When first loaded
the stream objects do not have any data. They instead have a list of stream paths
corresponding to successive levels of decimation. The user selects streams by assigning
them to either the right or left axis of the plot. Only streams with matching units
can share an axis. The controller groups the streams that need to be plotted and
calculates the time range to request from the server. Before requesting the actual
data however the controller determines how much data is actually contained in the
requested time interval.
Figure 2-6: NILM Manager startup screen
The server responds with the count and the controller proceeds through successive
levels of decimation until the server returns a count that is less than or equal to the
maximum number of points the client is able to display (usually on the order of the
number of pixels in the display). If even the most decimated version of the stream
has too much data to display the controller fills in blank plot segments where the
data would be shown and alerts the user that there is too much data to display.
25
Figure 2-7: NILM Manager displaying data at different zoom levels
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Once the zoom level is small enough to plot, the controller fills the stream with
the actual data and the plot is updated accordingly. Decimated data is plotted as an
area bounded by the min and max values with a centered line at the mean. Figure 2-7
shows the plotting interface populated with two different zoom levels of the data. The
top plot allows navigation along the time series and the bottom plot can be zoomed in
to show a specific section of this data. Figure 2-8 shows the interface response to data
which cannot be plotted because there are too many points to display. This should
only be shown temporarily when a NilmDB process has not thoroughly decimated its
raw data streams.
Figure 2-8: NILM Manager with too much data to plot
Nilm Manager also provides a graphical configuration interface for naming data
streams, assigning units, and managing scale and offset factors. In order to add a
new Nilm object to the system the only manual step required is creating a info
stream in the desired directory. Nilm Manager detects this stream and builds up a
set of configuration options using the same object construction technique used for the




We plan on providing a scripting architecture so that the user can operate on the
data at a distance. The NilmDB framework already supports the use of daemon
processes which can operate on streams and produce new streams for the database.
One example described earlier (see figure 2-1) calculates a power stream from current
and voltage input streams. The Nilm Manager interface will allow the design of
new daemon processes called filters so users can perform computationally intensive
operations on the data without transmitting it over the network. Currently the
interface does not support this operation and instead allows users to download small
sections of the data which can be used to design a filter locally. The user must then
log into the NilmDB machine and register this filter as a daemon process to be run
at some periodic interval.
Figure 2-9: NILM Manager configuration interface
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Chapter 3
Current and Voltage Sensor Design
Using NilmDB with NILM Manager allows users easy access to their data but there
is still the challenge of collecting the data in the first place. In this chapter we discuss
two new non-intrusive sensor designs. The first is a non-contact current sensor based
on the relatively new tunneling magnetoresistance (TMR) technology. The second is
a non-contact voltage sensor using a capacitive input.
3.1 Non-Contact Current Sensor
Current can be measured by sensing the magnetic fields around a conductor. Maxwell’s
Equations establish the linear relation between current and field strength which there-
fore make field sensing an appealing technique for nonintrusive current measurement.
While this is theoretically straightforward, there are several complications which make
this a hard problem in practice. The primary difficultly is the wide dynamic range of
currents in standard line voltage appliances. The AC line voltage means the current
and its associated field can vary by several orders of magnitude and, depending on the
load, can contain significant high frequency harmonics. For example, the standard
home circuit breaker is rated at 15 Amps (rms). This means peak currents can exceed
21 amps, but many loads of interest draw only tens of milliamps. Individual devices
often draw a very wide range of power such as TV’s and entertainment systems that




There are several patents on non-contact power monitoring. For monitoring multiple
conductor cables, EP0176634A1 describes the use of a Hall Effect sensor but only for
a two wire conductor and for a specific wire rotation. Numerous patents describe a
circuit breaker with integrated current monitoring (for example, 5196982), but all of
these require replacement of the existing breaker. Patent 6330516 describes magnetic
sensors arrayed around a breaker panel but makes no effort to describe the signal
processing required to recover current and voltage information from these sensors or
what type of sensors are actually used. It is unclear how the described system could
be implemented in practice. Our work presents an entirely new design which can
measure current with no modification to the breaker and no limit on the number of
conductors in a cable. The design is implemented and tested against practical loads.
3.1.2 Survey of sensor technology
Accurately sensing magnetic fields on a circuit breaker is a challenging task. Previous
work into measuring current through a circuit breaker focused on using variously
shaped horseshoe inductors to capture the magnetic fields [23]. In order to sense small
fields these ”pickups” had up to 1000 turns which meant a physically large sensor area.
The high permeability core material and large size meant that it was very difficult
to sense the fields without distorting them and capturing neighboring breakers’ fields
as well. Additionally, the frequency response of these pickups is a derivative which
makes them susceptible to high frequency noise and difficult to compensate.
There are several solid state alternatives for magnetic sensing, most notably Hall
Effect devices. The field strengths around breaker panels and multi conductor cables
have been experimentally shown to be less than 1 Gauss for small loads. This is
beyond the range of most Hall Effect sensors. One of the most sensitive Hall Effect
devices is Allegro MicroSystem’s 1362 Programmable Sensor which has a sensitivity
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of 16mV/G but it has a gain independent noise floor of 5mV which makes accurate
measurement of these fields impossible (see fig 3-1b) More recently, giant magnetore-
sistive elements have become commercially available with much higher sensitivities
than Hall Effect devices, but they are unipolar devices and therefore not suitable
for AC field measurements. The only way to use these devices is to provide a DC
magnetic bias so that the field swing is not rectified but this means the operating
point is well beyond the linear region of operation (see Fig. 3-1a)
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General Characteristics: 
Parameter Min Typical Max Unit 
Input Voltage Range <14  ±124 Volts 
Operating Frequency DC  >1 MHz 
Operating Temperature Range -50  150 °C 
Bridge Electrical Offset -5  +5 mV/V 
Signal Output at Max. Field  40  mV/V 
Nonlinearity  4  % (unipolar)5 
Hysteresis  15  % (unipolar)5 
TCR  +0.11  % / °C6 
TCOI  +0.10  % / °C6 
TCOV  0.0  % / °C6 
Off Axis Characteristic  Cos β7   
ESD Tolerance  400  V pin-to-pin HBM  
 
Notes: 
. 1 Oersted (Oe) = 1 Gauss in air. 
2. See the Appendix for package dimensions and tolerances. 
3. Sensors can be provided in die form by special request. 
4. GMR AAH-Series sensors are pure ratiometric devices meaning that they will operate properly at extremely low supply 
voltages. The output signal will be proportional to the supply voltage. Maximum voltage range is limited by the power 
dissipation in the package and the maximum operati g tempe atur  of the sensor. 
5. Unipolar operation means exposure to magnetic fields of one polarity, e.g. 0 to 30 Gauss, or -2 to -50 Gauss, but not -20 to 
+30 Gauss (bipolar operation). Bipolar operation will increase nonlinearity and hysteresis. 
6. TCR is resistance change with temperature with no applied field. TCOI is the output change with temperature using a 
constant current source to power the sensor. TCOV is the output change with temperature using a constant voltage source 
to power th  sensor. 
7. Beta (β) is any angle deviation from the sensitive axis. 
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(a) GMR sensor (b) Hall Effect sensor
Figure 3-1: Sensors showing non-linear behavior in the required region of operation
The most sensitive device we have found is tunneling magnetoresistive (TMR)
technology. The TMR effect describes the change in resistance of a particular material
due to applied magnetic fields. An explanation of the effect was first published in
the 1970’s but generated little interest because practical implementations generated
relatively small changes in material resistance [24] . Recent advancements using
new materials and advanced fabrication techniques have improved the sensitivity of
TMR devices. Modern state of the art sensors show up to 600% change in relative
resistance at room temperature [25, 26]. Currently TMR sensors are used for high
density magnetic disk drives and MRAM [27]. For our application, the TMR is ideal
because of its high sensitivity and bipolar operation. The TMR used in our sensor is
the STJ-340 manufactured by MicroMagnetics [28].
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Figure 3-2: TMR transfer function
3.1.3 Building a TMR Current Sensor
There are two significant challenges in building a practical current sensor with the
TMR. First the device has a significant DC offset due to static fields and imbalance
in the bridge sensor, and secondly the device has nonlinear characteristics over the
required range of operation. The output saturates for large fields and distorts high
frequency harmonics. Saturation of the raw TMR output (after DC offset removal)
is evident in figure 3-2. The incandescent bulbs have large inrush currents, and the
correspondingly large magnetic fields saturate the sensor output.
The circuit diagram presented in 3-3 solves both the DC offset and the saturation
problem. The DC offset error is corrected by a lowpass feedback loop which keeps the
REF pin of the instrumentation amplifier adjusted so that the output is a small AC
signal around ground. To correct for the saturation errors, we wrap the sensor in a
feedback loop, using a solenoid to actively drive the sensed field to zero. By keeping
the sensor element exposed to very small fields we ensure linear operation and also
extend the range of operation. The general operation of the feedback topology is show
in figure 3-4. The current Icomp is measured as a voltage across the 150Ω resistor and
AC coupled to an output amplifier. The signal S is plotted against Isource in figure
3-5. This figure shows that the metal breaker panel introduces some hysteresis but
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the output is linearly related Isource which is the goal of our sensors.
Figure 3-3: TMR pickup design
The transfer function shows a cross hair artifact around the zero crossing due
sampling errors on the ADC and is not related to the actual sensor operation. The
load under investigation is a phase controlled dimmer which draws current as shown in
figure 3-6a. The rapid step change in current produces means that sequential samples
will read very different values right around the transient. If the LEM sensor records
this step one sample earlier than the TMR sensor, the transfer function plot as a
spurious point as shown in figure 3-6b. Our ADC sequentially samples each channel
instead of a single simultaneously sampling. As a result the step can appear in two
different samples for the two different sensors. A simultaneous sampling ADC would
mitigate this problem so for our purposes we can ignore this crosshair content.
3.2 Non-Contact Voltage Sensor
In addition to capturing the current waveforms it is important to measure the voltage
in the of the wire as well. Accurately measuring the voltage allows us to quantify
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Figure 3-4: Feedback theory
Figure 3-5: Feedback sensor transfer function
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(a) One sample difference in step change (b) Resulting artifact
Figure 3-6: Explanation of cross hair effects seen in fig 3-5




















(a) Uncompensated Sensor vs. True




















(b) Compensated Sensor vs. True
Figure 3-7: Sensor measurement (rms current) for several lightbulb transients
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real and reactive power consumption, and as will be discussed more later it can also
help calibrate the current readings. In order to wirelessly read the voltage we use a
small metallic plate which, when placed close enough to a conductor (circuit breaker,
extension cord, etc), couples to the charged wire inside. Figure 3-9 presents our
schematic for measuring the circuit breaker voltage
3.2.1 Circuit design for a capacitive sensor
The input resistance to the circuit is approximately the resistance from the pickup
plate to ground since the nominal input resistance to the instrumentation amplifier
is orders of magnitude larger than the resistor providing the input bias current. The





The capacitance is very small, presumably on the order of a few picofarads so the
quantity sRC 1 and the transfer function reduces to sRC. This is a differentiator,
so we follow the input stage with an integrator. A feedback loop keeps the instrumen-
tation amplifier biased at the DC operating point on the sensing plate. The negative
input to the instrumentation amplifier cannot be at ground because the input bias
current creates a voltage across the resistor to ground. Therefore the positive input
must be kept at some DC level and which is maintained by the feedback loop. The fi-
nal stage is a standard inverting gain amplifier. The voltage pickup’s step response is























Figure 3-9: Voltage sensor design
shown in figure 3-10. The utility’s waveform has harmonic content which is faithfully
reconstructed by the pickup circuitry.
Figure 3-10: Sensor response to step change in voltage
3.2.2 Differential design for small fields
The capacitive sensor described above can be improved for many applications by
changing the input stage to a differential setup. By placing similarly sized plates
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on both the positive and negative inputs to the instrumentation amplifier the circuit
becomes a differential probe. A conceptual diagram of the sensor is shown in figure
3-11. The physical arrangement of the sensor plates is important for correct oper-
ation. When stacked vertically the sensor discriminates between fields originating
directly below it versus fields coming in from the sides. In a complex environment
Capacitive Pickup 






Large sensor output because the positive 
plate has a higher potential relative to the 
negative plate 
No sensor output because there is no 
potential difference between plates despite 
the strong electric field 
Figure 3-11: Differential sensor theory of operation
like a circuit breaker such spatial discrimination is advantageous. Less obvious is the
circuit’s ability to discriminate against fields originating far from the sensor plates.






In the differential setup the top plate is further from the charge source and sees a
smaller electric field. When the source is close to the plates (on the order of the
distance between them) the output of the sensor is large and only slightly attenuated
by the subtraction of the top plate. However as the distance increases the plates begin
to see them same field and the output of the sensor drops sharply. To model this
behavior we can use the following normalized equation for the sensor output where
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we assume unity distance between the plates.
Sout = |E|+ − |E|− (3.3)











The plate voltages are a function of the electric field at the plate’s surface which is





Normalizing out the constants in this expression produces a clear relationship between
the sensor output and the distance of the charged wire from the sensing plates. A
plot of the differential output versus the single ended version is shown in figure 3-12.
The full circuit schematic is shown in figure 3-13. The only difference between this
circuit and the single ended version in figure 3-9 is the input stage. Both the positive
and negative pins on the instrumentation amplifier are connected to sensor plates and
the feedback loop for DC offset removal is connected to the REF pin. This feedback
topology is the same as the TMR circuit design and has a pole in the same location
(much lower than frequencies of interest).
3.3 Integrated Sensor Platform
In order to measure the fields around the circuit breaker panel and wire bundles,
the physical geometry of the sensor package must be small enough to place near the
location of interest. We also want to make sure the voltage and current sensor are
reading the same fields so they must be colocated on the sensor body. For example
if the voltage sensor was even a few centimeters away from the current sensor the
two would be reading different circuit breakers which would yield very inconsistent
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Figure 3-13: Differential voltage sensor design
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results. Fortunately the sensor plates for the voltage pickup can be made out of
non-ferrous metal and be placed directly around the TMR pickup head. This yields
a very compact design with the added benefit of providing physical protection to the
delicate coil windings around the TMR sensor. It is also desirable to be able to close
the door to the breaker box during operation. We manufactured a circuit board the
meets all of these requirements. A close up view of the board is shown in figure 3-14.
A five conductor FPC ribbon cable connects the board to the data acquisition card.
The pinout is shown below:
Pin Function




5 V+ (+5 Volts)
Figure 3-15 shows how the board fits over the breaker while still allowing it to
switch on and off. The ribbon cable is only 0.25 mm and flexible so the circuit breaker
door can be securely closed during operation.
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Figure 3-14: Combined current and voltage sensor platform
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Current and Voltage Signal
Processing
The sensors discussed in the previous chapter detect field strength. The electric and
magnetic fields are linearly related to current and voltage by Maxwell’s Equations but
the scale factor depends on the geometry of the conductors and in general must be
calculated independently for each sensor. Recovering voltage and current is further
complicated by interfering fields from nearby conductors. In this chapter we discuss
three techniques to produce accurate current and voltage readings from the sensor
measurements. We begin with a single sensor solution that is applicable when con-
ductors are physically separated or the individual breakers are widely spaced. The
second technique we present uses two sensors to generates approximate measurements
using sensors on the circuit breaker mains and on the breaker of interest. The final
technique guarantees correct voltage and current readings regardless of the conductor
or circuit breaker geometry but requires a separate sensor for each breaker or phase.
4.1 Using a Single Sensor
In the simplest scenario the conductor of interest is far apart from other sources of
magnetic fields and a single sensor can be used to accurately measure current. In
certain industrial circuit breakers the individual breakers are widely spaced making
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interference less of a problem. Also, any cables that are split apart exposing the
separate conductors can also be measured this way. In order to improve rejection of
extraneous fields the sensor can also be shielded in a ferrite toroid. The toroid shunts
fields away from the pickup sensor, making the device more sensitive to fields directly
below the sensor head. This construction technique is shown in Fig. 4-1.
Figure 4-1: Shielded sensor for use when field cross-coupling is minimal
The physically large dimensions of industrial circuit breakers make interference less
of an issue, but it complicates the task of sensor placement. Ideally the sensor should
be placed at the point where the conductor in the breaker most closely approaches the
breaker surface. On a standard home circuit breaker the point of closest approach is
in a very similar area regardless of manufacturer because the small size constrains the
interior layout. Figure 4-2a shows a cross section of a standard home breaker with the
point of closest approach highlighted. In industrial settings there are a wide variety
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of breaker types with correspondingly diverse internal layout. Figure 4-2b shows a
sample of some industrial breakers whose internal layout is not apparent from the
exterior design. The point of closest approach to the conductor is not apparent from
(a) Standard home breaker [29] (b) Industrial circuit breakers [30]
Figure 4-2: Wide variety of breakers complicates sensor placement
the surface of these large breakers. Similarly the rotation of conductors inside a cable
can often only be determined by breaking the outer insulation. Using our sensor we
can find the optimal placement non intrusively by looking for local maxima of the
electric field. Most utilities can provide a voltage independent of the attached load
so while the electric fields do interfere they are all of the same power and will always
be largest next to a charged conductor. The constant electric fields are particularly
advantageous with multiple conductor cables. The number and relative position of
the conductors in the cable can be determined by recording the location and number
of local electric field maxima. We integrate several voltage pickups into a single device
to help target the correct sensor position (see figure 4-3. A micro controller in the
device reads the targeting plates and illuminates LED’s to indicate which direction
to move the sensor head in order to balance the voltages on the four target plates.
When the target plates all read the same voltage, the sensor is positioned in the local
maxima of the electric field and therefore optimally placed for current and voltage
measurement. 4-3.
Figure 4-4 shows the electric field strength (expressed in voltage output at the
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(a) Constructed sensor (b) Capacitive sensor layout
Figure 4-3: Targeting sensors integrated into the sensor architecture
sensor interface) on a standard home breaker. The center of the breaker is where
the conductor most closely approaches the surface (see cutaway of breaker interior in
figure 4-2) and it is also the point with the strongest electric field. This validates the







Figure 4-4: Voltage Sensor as a Targeting System
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4.2 Using a Mains and Circuit Sensor
In certain situations it may be possible to recover the true current flowing through
a single breaker even in the presence of many interfering fields using a single pair of
sensors. In particular, if the loads are known to be relatively clean step functions,
a sensor placed on the mains circuit and on the breaker of interest is sufficient to
monitor the current through the breaker of interest even if numerous other breakers
on the panel are generating interfering fields. Figure 4-5 shows the placement of
sensors for this reconstruction technique.
An example referencing the layout of figure 4-5 will illustrate the steps required
to recover current flowing in a single breaker when the magnetic fields generated by
nearby breakers affects the sensors reading. For the sake of simplicity assume there
are only two loads connected to the panel and each load has perfect step transients.
Each load is identical and is either on or off (e.g. a light bulb). One load is connected
to the breaker under inspection and the other is connected to a neighboring breaker.
(hereafter referred to as the interfering load). The simulated experiment is conducted
as follows:
1. The interfering load is started
2. The interfering load is stopped.
3. The interfering load is started again
4. The load under inspection is started
5. The load under inspection is stopped
6. The interfering load is stopped
This experiment is summarized in figure 4-6: The output of the sensors would look
similar to figure 4-7. The sensor output shows the effects of interference from the
nearby breaker. Here the interference is about 10%: a level that is not unreasonable
in practice. The correct current flowing through the breaker of interest is a single step
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Figure 4-5: Sensor Placement
Figure 4-6: Conceptual experiment to demonstrate the algorithm
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but the interfering load adds a spurious transient and complicates the true transient
with additional artifacts. The challenge is to recover the correct current waveform
using only the output from the two sensors plotted in figure 4-7.
The first step is to create diff streams for both sensors. The diff operation is
defined as the following:
diff(s[n]) ≡ s[n]− s[n− 1]
diff(s[0]) ≡ 0
(4.1)
The diff stream of the breaker sensor is subtracted from the diff stream of the mains
sensor and the resulting stream is only nonzero when an interfering transient occurs.
This sequence of operations is shown in figure 4-8. The indices of interfering transients
are now known and the diff stream from the breaker sensor is corrected by setting the
interference impulses to zero, as shown in figure 4-9. After actively suppressing the
interfering impulses, the diff stream is cumulatively summed to reconstruct the true
current flowing through the breaker of interest. The cumulative sum is the inverse of
the difference and is defined as:
csum(s[n]) ≡ s[n] + s[n− 1]
csum(s[0]) ≡ 0
(4.2)
The reconstructed output is shown in figure 4-10. The output is now free of interfer-
ence and shows the correct amount of current flowing through the breaker of interest.
4.3 Sensor on each breaker/conductor
If the loads are not clean steps or it is necessary to monitor multiple breakers or
wires, we can use an array sensors placed over breaker panel to accurately recover
the current flowing through each individual breaker. As long as the interference is
linear (which has been experimentally shown for multi conductor cables and breaker
panels), N currents can be measured using N sensors. In a multi conductor cable the
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Figure 4-8: Diff treams for detecting spurious transients
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Breaker Sensor Diff Stream
Interference Transients
Figure 4-9: Masked diff stream













Figure 4-10: Correct reconstruction of current
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neutral wire is not an independent variable and the ground wire- if present, does not
have significant current, so only one sensor is required per phase.
4.3.1 Measurements on a Breaker Panel
Due to the close proximity of circuits on a breaker panel and the steel construction of
the panel itself we assume the fields are fully mixed so that any single sensor detects
some portion of every current flowing through the panel. To state this mathematically
we say that the output of sensor S is the sum of each current multiplied by a scale
factor K.
S = K1 ∗ I1 +K2 ∗ I2 + . . .+Km ∗ Im (4.3)
The K values must be determined by calibrating the system (described later). There




















The current flowing in the breaker directly under the sensor is represented by the
diagonal K values and the interference terms are the off-diagonal K’s. If the amount
of interference is small the only significant terms in the matrix will be the diagonal






















4.3.2 Measurements in Cables with Neutral Return Path
The equations are slightly different for a multiple conductor cable when there is a
neutral wire which returns the sum of the currents flowing along the other conductors.
Formally stated these systems have the additional constraint of Kirchoff’s Current
Law:
I1 + I2 + I3 + . . .+ Ineutral = 0 (4.6)
This equation reduces the number of unknown currents by one. Standard power
cables have only two current-carrying wires- hot and neutral and in this simple case
only a single sensor is needed. The equations to find current are:
Ihot = K ∗ S
Ineutral = −Ihot
(4.7)
The same technique can be extended for multiple hot conductors and a common
neutral. For a three phase power cable there are four current carrying wires so the
general matrix has 16 elements but KCL reduces the number of unknown currents by
one. A nine element matrix using only three sensors is enough to determine all the


















Ineutral = −(I1 + I2 + I3)
(4.8)
4.3.3 Calibration: Finding the K’s
Equations (4.5,4.7,4.8) can calculate all currents of interest in complex systems, but
they cannot be used until the K terms in the matrices are determined. Fortunately
these values are easy to calculate. If only one current is present the matrices reduce





















S1 = K11 ∗ I1
S2 = K21 ∗ I2




All of the K terms can be determined by iterating through each current in isolation.
This method however places the burden on the user to first disconnect all of the
conductors and then connect a single known load to each conductor in sequence.
If the system of interest is a home circuit breaker panel this type of calibration is
unrealistic- the user will not likely shut off all power to the home and walk around in
the dark connecting a test load to each set of outlets.
To make the process of calibration easier in a run time environment, the derivative
of the matrix can be used to calculate the coefficients. This allows the conductors
to carry an arbitrary current during calibration with the only restriction that these
currents not change during calibration. As before, a known load is connected to each
circuit, but this time the current has a step transient. That is, the known load simply




















Since we stipulate that the only change in current can be due to our calibration






















∂S1/∂t = K11 ∗ ∂I1/∂t
∂S2/∂t = K21 ∗ ∂I1/∂t


















4.3.4 Hardware Calibrator Design
As discussed in the previous section the only requirement for calibrating the sensors
is adding a known step transient to the current load. This can be easily automated
by switching a known load on and off at a constant interval and watching for this load
signature in the output of the sensor. As a proof of concept for this methodology
we integrated a periodic power switch into a household space heater. The circuit
schematic is shown in Fig. 4-11
The circuit uses a capacitive transformerless power supply based off Microchip app
note AN954 [31]. This makes the circuitry very small and inexpensive but since the
whole board is energized at line voltage the device must be in a protected enclosure.
Fortunately the space heater in figure 4-12 has enough empty space for the circuitry.
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Figure 4-11: Automatic calibrator circuit schematic
(a) Space heater (b) Power control circuitry
Figure 4-12: Intermittently powering a load to calibrate the non-contact sensors
The fully assembled device is shown in figure 4-13. A micro controller (ATTiny84A)
counts voltage zero crossings and toggles a triac to switch the load on for a fixed duty
cycle. The duty cycle and frequency can be adjusted in the firmware. We plan on
using this platform for more advanced load control in the future.
Current measurements using a standard probe are shown in Fig. 4-14. The duty
cycle is very clean and the step transient shows very little overshoot or ringing. This
step transient can be contrasted to the light bulb transients shown in figures 4-16 and
4-17. This makes it easy to identify and calibrate against the transient in a complex
operating environment.
4.3.5 Demonstration of the Algorithm
To demonstrate the capability of this algorithm two sensors are attached to two
breakers on the main panel as shown in Fig. 4-15a. Each breaker drives a set of
incandescent lightbulbs which are controlled by a dimmer (Fig. 4-15b). To illustrate
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Figure 4-13: Assembled control circuitry
(a) Periodic switching of load (b) Clean step response
Figure 4-14: Operation of automatic calibrator
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(a) Breaker panel (b) Loads used for testing
Figure 4-15: Setup for demonstrating non-contact measurements



















































Figure 4-16: Reconstruction algorithm for current measurement
the difficulty in reconstructing currents from interfering magnetic fields, the output
of two sensors on two neighboring circuit breakers is shown in figure 4-16. The load
connected to Breaker 1 is energized and then disconnected. After 1 second, the load
connected to Breaker 2 is energized and then disconnected. The raw sensor data (Fig.
4-16a) shows how current flowing through Breaker 2 generates fields that are picked up
by the sensor which is nominally measuring Breaker 1. To correct for this interference,
the matrix of K coefficients was constructed using the algorithm described and the
processed data (Fig. 4-16b) shows the correct distribution of currents between the
breakers. Fig. 4-17 shows similar results on a panel with four active circuit breakers.
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In addition to the measuring current and voltage we are also investigating other types
of non-intrusive sensing. Ultimately we plan to combine several sensor technologies
in a single integrated system in order to provide actionable diagnostics to equipment
operators. For example correlating electricity usage of an engine room to vibration
can differentiate which pump ran at which time. Also environmental parameters like
humidity, temperature, and pressure can add context to diagnostics to help explain
what may have caused a particular error condition.
5.1 Vibration Monitoring
One of the most interesting parameters to measure with large machinery is vibration.
This is appealing because vibration naturally radiates through a structure allowing us
to place our sensor in an easily accessible location, and a large body of work supports
the use of vibration monitoring as a diagnostic tool. Currently we are working with the
US Navy and Coastguard to develop pump vibration monitoring tools that will allow
them to get diagnostics on their machines while underway. For shipboard applications
we have a unique set of requirements. We install the sensors on the pumps before an
underway cruise, leave them running for several days, and then recover the devices
and download the data. Therefore, the sensors must be rugged enough to withstand
the harsh operating environment of a ship engine room, they must supply their own
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power, and they must be able to record large amounts of data. Jim Paris and I have
developed a battery powered sensor that uses an ADXL345 MEM’s accelerometer
which records vibration measurements to a micro SD cards at 3.2 kHz. Such high
bandwidth data transfer to an SD card is non-trivial when constrained to a low power
micro controller and significant effort has gone into the firmware and hardware design
of the board to enable this high data rate. The sensor and its batteries are sealed in
a rugged plastic enclosure and adhesively mounted to the pump’s exterior housing.
Fig 5-1 shows the first revision of the circuitry mounted in their plastic enclosures.
Fig 5-2 shows the fully assembled sensor mounted to pumps onboard the Navy ships.
Figure 5-1: High bandwidth vibration sensor (version 1)
5.1.1 Hardware
The sensor board has several components that work together to provide the embedded
data logging functionality. Figures 5-4 and 5-5 show the current revision of the
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Figure 5-2: Sensors installed on US Navy ships
hardware. Table 5-3 lists the functionality of each area of the board. Power is
provided by a 3.7 volt rechargeable Lithium-Ion battery which provides 3-Amp hours
of charge. This is enough to run the data capture continuously for approximately
5 days. The charge management circuity (B) recharges the battery over USB. A
buck/boost converter (C) maintains the 3.3 volt power rail required by the digital
circuitry. This allows the device to operate while recharging (when the charging
circuitry raises the battery to over 4 volts) and also guarantees a stable voltage
across the lifespan of the battery. The SD card has variable response times to write
requests and periodically stalls for hundreds of milliseconds. In order to prevent data
loss while the SD card is not accepting writes, extra data is stored on an 8MB FRAM
chip (F). This memory can buffer several seconds of accelerometer data and flush
out the data to the card when it is ready again. A real time clock with internal
oscillator (I) provides accurate time stamps for all of the data. A coin cell backup (E)
maintains the clock time even if the main battery is fully discharged or disconnected.
The accelerometer (K) is placed between two mounting points to ensure a stability
and accurate vibration measurement. An AT90USB1286 AVR micro controller (J)
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Annotation Function
A High speed USB management chip
B Lithium-Ion battery charging
C Power converter for 3.3V circuitry
D ISP programming header
E Coin cell backup for RTC
F 8MB of non-volatile FRAM
G Panel button and status light
H Micro SD Card (32 GB)
I Real time clock (RTC)
J AVR microcontroller (AT90USB)
K ADXL345 3-axis accelerometer
Figure 5-3: Functional groups on vibration sensor circuit board
coordinates all of these parts and is programmed using a standard ISP header (D),
although it can also run a boot loader which accepts programming commands over
USB.
5.1.2 Firmware
Jim Paris wrote the firmware for this board. In addition to recording vibration data
to the SD card, the micro controller provides a terminal interface when connected
over USB. This allows the user to view the status of the device, the number of files
currently stored, and issue commands to start and stop data capture. The firmware
also has a self test diagnostic feature that reports the status of all of the different
components of the board. In addition to acting as a terminal emulation device, the
sensor can be mounted as a high speed USB storage device if it is plugged into a
computer while depressing the panel button (G). In this mode the USB management
chip (A) connects the SD card (H) directly to the host computer which can then
transfer data off the device just like a portable thumb drive.
5.1.3 Software
Jim Paris also wrote the software interface to retrieve data from the sensor’s SD Card.














Figure 5-5: Vibration sensor circuit board (bottom)
and timestamps are stored in a binary stream. A simple python script converts the
binary data to standard ASCII text. The resulting file has one line per sample with
4 columns: time stamp, x-axis force, y-axis force, and z-axis force. This data file can
be directly loaded into Matlab for further analysis or uploaded to a NilmDB instance
and viewed over the web using the tools discussed in the first chapter.
5.2 Validating Mounting Technique
Vibration measurements are traditionally taken from accelerometers which are hard
fixed to the machine under inspection. Some pumps have threaded mount points for
specialized sensors but most do not and technicians super glue or epoxy the sensors
to the exterior of the machine. Our device is meant to be easily installed and removed
from a wide variety of pump equipment as non-intrusively as possible. In order to
minimize the impact to the machine under test we use adhesive tape pads instead of
glue. In order to verify that using adhesives rather than epoxy or bolts does not distort
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or otherwise hinder our data collection we tested different mounting techniques in lab.
For a baseline we strapped an accelerometer chip directly to the body of a standard
ventilation fan and power cycled it three times. A spectrogram of the collected data
is shown in figure 5-6. We then adhesively mounted our sensor package to the fan
body and again power cycled the machine three times. The spectrogram for this
data is shown in 5-7. Both spectrograms show the same general information with
some attenuation present in the adhesively mounted device- which is to be expected.
Given that we are most interested in the dominant vibration modes which occur at
frequencies on the order of motor rotation we determine that adhesive mounts do not
impede our data collection. Indeed assuming that the adhesive mounts act as a low






































































Figure 5-7: Custom sensor package adhesively mounted
5.3 Design of long term sensor platform
Our ultimate goal in motor analysis is to permanently embed our vibration sensors
into the motor itself. This will require a power source and to maintain our non-
intrusive design goal this means we need an energy harvesting platform. Jin Moon is
working on a magnetic field energy harvesting technique that captures energy from the
current flowing through the wires feeding the motor. The high currents (several tens
of amps) produce magnetic fields which are captured by the device shown in figure
5-8. The device acts like a transformer with a single turn on the primary and many
turns on the secondary. This produces very high voltages which are captured and
stored by Jin’s circuitry. We hope to recover several milliwatts of energy which will
be enough to power the accelerometer and data storage functionality of our current
device.
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(a) Installation scenario (b) Close up





With the capability of recording high bandwidth acceleration data we have been
investigating new types of diagnostic algorithms in the laboratory and in real world
environments. In the lab we have a pair of Coast Guard circulation fans that we
can subject to different types of mounting faults and rotor imbalance. Through
this analysis we have developed a diagnostic technique for identifying motor faults
based off the spectral energy of the spin down. In addition to laboratory work we
have installed our sensor package on board several US Navy and Coast Guard ships.
Figure 6-1 shows the variety of naval platforms we have worked with. Through our
collaboration with the military we have refined our algorithms and have started to
investigate how vibrations from pumps can affect the tactual acoustic signature of
the ship itself.
6.1 Motor Diagnostics
Using a pair of Coast Guard circulation fans we have investigated the use of vibration
measurements for determining the cause of a motor fault. In general faults in a motor
increase the amount of vibration. We are trying to change vibration measuring from a
PASS / FAIL metric into a diagnostic tool that can indicate what went wrong during
motor operation. We have two fault scenarios. The first is a rotor imbalance. This is







Figure 6-1: Ships participating in vibration research
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the motor shaft. The second fault type is a loose mount. The fans are in metal tubes
that are bolted to the lab test frame. By loosening some of the bolts on the frame
we can mimic a failed mount condition. Figure 6-2 shows the test fan setup. The
lefthand inset shows a loose mount fault and the right inset shows a rotor imbalance
fault.
Figure 6-2: Loose mount and imbalanced rotor faults reproduced on laboratory fans
During steady state operation both faults generate higher vibrations as expected.
The fans vibrate at 60Hz during operation as a result of the shaft speed. Therefore
we can plot the vibration over time as the envelope of the 60Hz acceleration content.
Figure 6-3a shows that the two fault types illustrated in figure 6-2 produce the same
amount of steady state vibration. Simply measuring the amount of vibration can
indicate the presence of a problem but not its cause. Interestingly the two fault types
generate different amounts of vibration once the motor is turned off. As the shaft
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spins down from its operating speed, it excites the motor and surrounding structure
with a frequency sweep. If the rotor is imbalanced, the spin down continues to
produce higher vibrations than baseline because the source of the high vibrations is
the spinning shaft itself. However if the higher vibration is due to a loose mount
the spin down produces approximately the same amount of vibration as the baseline
case. Therefore we can differentiate between the fault types using a high bandwidth
measurement of acceleration. Spin down vibration energy is shown in figure 6-3b.
The motor excites 30-40Hz vibration only as it spins down so these envelopes capture
the turn off transient. Similar results can be shown for frequency bands covering
30-20Hz and 20-10Hz.
(a) Similar steady state vibration (b) Different spin down vibration
Figure 6-3: Differentiating motor faults with vibration
6.2 Vibrations in a Ship Environment
These lab motors are relatively loosely mounted in comparison to the pumps aboard
the Navy and Coast Guard ships. As a result they are able to resonate at natural
frequencies and therefore produce very clean vibration spectrums. As shown in figure
6-3a, in steady state they vibrate at a single dominant frequency. This is not the
case for the large salt water pumps and fire pumps we measured on the ships. These
systems are affixed directly to the steel bulkheads of their compartments. This hard
mounting creates interactions between the ship’s structure and the motor which gen-
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erates much more complex vibration signatures than our lab environment. As a result
it is impossible to cleanly extract frequency envelopes of motor vibration. In order to
find meaningful data in the vibration we use the full spectrogram of the spin down.
This type of plot has time on the x-axis and frequency on the y-axis. Individual points
in the plot are colored according to the energy at that time/frequency coordinate.
Once the motor begins to spin down it generates energy across a range of frequencies.
This additional energy produces local maxima in the vibration spectrogram. These
local maximas trace out spin down ”whiskers” as shown in figure 6-4. Here the lab
motor has a particularly clean spin down, as discussed. The ship motors have many
higher order harmonics and more complex ”whisker” patterns.
Figure 6-4: Spectral analysis of lab motor spin down
6.3 New Vibration Diagnostics
6.3.1 LCS 2 Independence
The Independence is a newer Navy ship design that emphasizes light weight and speed
over armament. Inspired by the design of modern high speed ferries, the ship is small
and fast. The crew is also correspondingly smaller and they rely on a much larger
amount of automation and centralized control than traditional Navy ships. On larger
vessels members of the crew constantly patrol the engine compartments and monitor
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pump operation directly. On the LCS these spaces are not manned. Therefore the
LCS is an ideal platform for testing our non-intrusive diagnostics. Any automated
system we can implement for monitoring pump operation can directly benefit the
crew. The pumps on the LCS are bolted directly to the supporting bulk heads (see
figure 6-5). This creates very complex spin down vibration patterns.
Figure 6-5: Hard mount points on LCS 2
6.3.2 DDG 112 Michael Murphy and LPD 22 San Diego
The other two ships participating in our research are more traditional Navy designs.
These ships have vibration isolation mounts on their pumps in order to reduce the
acoustic transfer to their hull. A typical pump mounting is shown in figure 6-6. The
engineering spaces of the LPD are patrolled by the crew but the size and physical
distance between spaces places limits the amount of oversight given to each pump
system. Therefore, an automated diagnostic system would therefore benefit these
ships as well.
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Figure 6-6: Vibration isolation mount points on LPD 22
6.3.3 Fire Pump Spin Down Measurements
All of these ships have the same model fire pumps, but the LCS pumps are directly
bolted to the surrounding infrastructure while the LPD and DDG are isolated by
rubber mounts. The spin down transients reflect the differences in these two mounting
techniques. Figure 6-7 shows the vibration spectrogram for all three axis (X,Y,Z) of
an isolated fire pump turn off on the LPD. While the spectrogram has significant
energy content across many frequency bands the spin down itself is clearly visible.
This is in sharp contrast to the vibration spectrogram from the same pump type
on the LCS shown in figure 6-8. Here the spin down generates higher order harmonics
of significant amplitude which complicates the use of banded frequency analysis that
we were able to perform in the lab environment.
The spectrogram plots show the evolution ”whisker” shapes but do not readily
expose the magnitude of these vibrations. The black dots are the maximum energy
measured for a given frequency. We can plot the energy of these local maxima on a
new graph with frequency on the x-axis and maximum energy seen at that frequency
on the y-axis. This plot is shown for each pump in figure 6-9.
As the pump degrades the vibration during the spin down increases. A spin
down spectrogram for a damaged fire pump on the LCS is shown in figure 6-10. The
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Figure 6-7: Healthy vibration isolated firepump spindown

































Figure 6-8: Healthy hard mounted fire pump spindown
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(a) Vibration Isolated fire pump

















Figure 6-9: Baseline signatures of normal pump operation
increase in energy content across all bands of the spectrogram is indicative of a hard
mount but the shapes of the ”whiskers” and their relative magnitudes might contain
information about the nature of the motor fault.
Spin Down Spectrogram (X)










Spin Down Spectrogram (Y)










Spin Down Spectrogram (Z)










Figure 6-10: Damaged hard mounted fire pump spin down
The spin down energy plot for this transient is shown in figure 6-11. For this
particular machine we do not have information on the type of motor fault but the
difference in both the spectrogram and the energy plot show a dramatic change. In the
future we plan on monitoring pumps with known faults and cataloging their spin down
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signatures to create an actionable diagnostic from this material. With the current
design we can establish a baseline spin down transient and compare subsequent turn
off events to this baseline. Significant deviation in the ”whisker” shapes or total
magnitude is indicative of a problem with the motor.
















Figure 6-11: Signature of damaged fire pump
6.3.4 Fan Spin Down Measurements
In addition to analyzing the fire pumps on these ships we also measured the spin
down vibrations of circulation fans similar to those mounted in our lab. Figure 6-12
shows one of these fans mounted on a Coast Guard Cutter. Unlike fire pumps, the
fans have much slower spin downs and therefore produce much longer transients.
Figure 6-13 shows the vibration spectrogram of a healthy fan spin down. Unlike
the fans in the lab these spin down transients show significant higher order harmonics
in addition to the principal ”whisker” at the shaft speed. Figure 6-14 shows the spin
down spectrogram of a damaged circulation fan.
The general shape of the transient is similar to the healthy fan transient but the
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Figure 6-12: Coast Guard circulation fan
Figure 6-13: Healthy fan spin down
Figure 6-14: Damanaged fan spin down
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magnitudes of the harmonic ”whiskers” is much greater and displays a non-intuitive
distribution in frequency. The energy does not simply decay with higher frequency,
instead certain bands have more pronounced vibration than others. As this research
progresses we plan on collecting spin down signatures from fans with known faults
and use this information to determine which frequency bands can be used to indicate
the type of physical fault.
6.4 Structure Borne Vibration
We are also investigating the use of vibration monitoring as a new type of tactical
decision aid. Modern naval ships have to closely monitor their acoustic signature in
order to avoid detection from enemy vessels and mines. Currently ships pass over
a carefully calibrated hydrophone array in order to measure this acoustic signature.
This is costly and can only be done while the ship is in a port equipped with such
an array. Most ships therefore only receive feedback about their signature annually.
By monitoring the vibration produced by major pump systems we hope to provide
real time feedback to the ships crew about how much acoustic energy is radiating
off the hull. We have run some preliminary tests by measuring the vibration at the
motor junction box (where the embedded version of our sensor would be installed)
and comparing it against vibration on nearby structures in the engine compartment.
Figure 6-15 shows one of these experimental setups.
Here the fire pump is connected to a discharge pipe bolted directly to the side
of compartment. We have two sensors running as shown and the results are plotted
in figure 6-16. This figure shows the vibration energy as a function of frequency.
When the pump is off both the motor sensor and the wall sensor show very little
vibration energy (black lines). The pump is then turned on for three hours and each
hour is plotted in blue. There is almost no variation between the three hours so this
looks like a single solid blue line. The transfer function between the pump and the
wall is complex and most likely nonlinear but there is a clear correlation between




Figure 6-15: Setup for structure borne analysis
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to fully correlate the pump vibrations with radiated acoustic energy but this initial
work shows that pumps do indeed contribute to overall structure vibration.





There are two varieties of non-contact sensors. A shielded sensor with targeting
circuitry is shown in Fig. A-1. This sensor does not use a feedback loop for TMR
biasing. The second sensor circuit is shown in Fig. A-2. This schematic has a similar
structure but uses a feedback loop to keep the TMR around zero bias.
A.2 LabJack Interface
The LabJack data acquisition board exposes a DB37 connector which allows access
to all of its ADC channels. This interface board connects to the LabJack over the
DB37 and provides bipolar power supplies to the sensor circuits.
A.3 Portable Accelerometer
This accelerometer package records high bandwidth data to a micro SD card and can
run for several days off of an integrated LiPo battery. The schematics are broken into
four pages representing the major components of the design.
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Figure A-1: Shielded Non-contact Sensor: Targeting and pickup circuitry
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Figure A-2: Feedback Non-contact Sensor: Pickup circuitry
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Figure A-3: Non-contact Sensor: Interface board for connecting sensors with LabJack
acquisition card
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Figure A-4: Portable Accelerometer: Microprocessor and support chips
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Figure A-5: Portable Accelerometer: USB and micro SD card interface
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Figure A-6: Portable Accelerometer: I/O schematic
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B.1 Code Listing for Figures
The following Matlab code reproduces the figures in this thesis. The data required
for these plots can be obtained upon request.
%%
%this should point to the data directory
dir=’˜/Documents/SVN/nilm/homenilm/pcb/pickup/data/’;
%clear out any existing figures
close all
%%
Figures for TMR characterization and the effect of feedback on sensor linearity:
%===================











t=0:1/8:(right−left)/8; %ms time scale
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
hold on
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plot(t,brkr( left : right) .∗0.0015, ’ r ’ , ’LineWidth’,2)
plot(t,rawTrue(left: right) .∗0.0015, ’k’)
plot(t,voltage( left : right) .∗0.0015, ’k−−’);
legend(’TMR Sensor’,’True Current’,’True Voltage’);




set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(rawTrue∗0.0015,brkr∗0.0015,’k.’, ’MarkerSize’,0.1) ;













t=1/60:(1/60):length(rmsTrue)/60; %ms time scale
figure







title ( ’Uncompensated TMR (rms envelope)’);
axis ([0,30,0,6]) ;
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(rawTrue∗0.0015,brkr∗0.0015,’k.’, ’MarkerSize’,0.1) ;






% 1.) Compensated TMR 4 periods showing errors when dimming
d=strcat(dir,’v3 data/v3 compensation 2/’);










t=0:1/8:(right−left)/8; %ms time scale
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
hold on
plot(t,brkr( left : right) .∗0.0015, ’ r ’ , ’LineWidth’,2)
plot(t,rawTrue(left: right) .∗0.0015, ’k’)
plot(t,voltage( left : right) .∗0.0015, ’k−−’);
legend(’TMR Sensor’,’True Current’,’True Voltage’);




set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(rawTrue∗0.0015,brkr∗0.0015,’k.’);













t=1/60:(1/60):length(rmsTrue)/60; %ms time scale
figure







title ( ’Compensated TMR (rms envelope)’);
axis ([0,30,0,6]) ;
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(rawTrue∗0.0015,brkr∗0.0015,’k.’, ’MarkerSize’,0.1) ;

















t=0:1/8:(right−left)/8; %ms time scale
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
hold on
plot(t,brkr( left : right) .∗0.0015, ’ r ’ , ’LineWidth’,2)
plot(t,rawTrue(left: right) .∗0.0015, ’k’)
plot(t,voltage( left : right) .∗0.0015, ’k−−’);
legend(’TMR Sensor’,’True Current’,’True Voltage’);




set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(rawTrue∗0.0015,brkr∗0.0015,’k.’, ’MarkerSize’,0.1) ;













t=1/60:(1/60):length(rmsTrue)/60; %ms time scale
figure








title ( ’Uncompensated TMR (rms envelope)’);
axis ([0,30,0,6]) ;
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(rawTrue∗0.0015,brkr∗0.0015,’k.’, ’MarkerSize’,0.1) ;






% 1.) Compensated TMR 4 periods showing errors when dimming
d=strcat(dir,’v3 data/v3 compensation 2/’);









t=0:1/8:(right−left)/8; %ms time scale
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
hold on
plot(t,brkr( left : right) .∗0.0015, ’ r ’ , ’LineWidth’,2)
plot(t,rawTrue(left: right) .∗0.0015, ’k’)
plot(t,voltage( left : right) .∗0.0015, ’k−−’);
legend(’TMR Sensor’,’True Current’,’True Voltage’);




set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(rawTrue∗0.0015,brkr∗0.0015,’k.’);














t=1/60:(1/60):length(rmsTrue)/60; %ms time scale
figure







title ( ’Compensated TMR (rms envelope)’);
axis ([0,30,0,6]) ;
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(rawTrue∗0.0015,brkr∗0.0015,’k.’, ’MarkerSize’,0.1) ;




Figure for Hall Effect sensor response:
% 1.) Hall Effect Response
d=strcat(dir,’v3 data/’);
%−−−−−





[ fitted ,gof]=fit (rawBrkr7,rawTrue,’poly1’);
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
hold on
plot(rawTrue.∗0.0015,rawBrkr7.∗fitted.p1.∗0.0015,’k. ’ ) ;
axis([−20,20,−20,20])
title ( ’True Current vs. Hall Effect Sensor’);
xlabel(’True Current (amps)’);
ylabel(’Hall Effect (amps)’);





% 1.) Breaker Interference
d=strcat(dir,’v6 data/2brkr/’);
%−−−−−






[ fitted ,gof]=fit (rawBrkr7,rawS1,’poly1’);
m17=fitted.p1;






[ fitted ,gof]=fit (rawBrkr8,rawS1,’poly1’);
m18=fitted.p1;

























[ s1fit ,gof]=fit (rawS1,i7, ’poly1’) ;




set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
hold on
plot(t,block rms(rawS2.∗s2fit.p1), ’ r ’ , ’LineWidth’,2);
plot(t,block rms(rawS1.∗s1fit.p1), ’b’ , ’LineWidth’,2);
legend(’TMR Brkr 1’,’TMR Brkr 2’);




set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
hold on
plot(t,block rms(i7), ’b’ , ’LineWidth’,2);
plot(t,block rms(i8), ’ r ’ , ’LineWidth’,2);
plot(t,block rms(true1), ’Color’,[51/255,153/255,255/255], ’LineWidth’,2,’LineStyle’ , ’−−’);
plot(t,block rms(true2), ’Color’ ,[1,153/255,1], ’LineWidth’,2,’LineStyle’ , ’−−’);
legend(’TMR Brkr2’,’TMR Brkr1’,’True Brk2’,’True Brkr1’);
ylabel(’Current (amps)’);
xlabel(’Time (secs)’);
title ( ’Reconstructed Currents’);
%%
figure
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
hold on
plot(t,block rms(rawS1.∗s1fit.p1), ’ r ’ , ’LineWidth’,2);
plot(t,block rms(rawS2.∗s2fit.p1), ’k’) ;
legend(’Breaker 1’,’Breaker 2’);





set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’);
plot(t,block rms(i7), ’ r ’ , ’LineWidth’,2);
hold on





title ( ’Reconstructed Currents’);
%%
%==============================
% 5 Breaker interference test with TMR sensors
% all data in data/v6 data/5brkr
% this code is copied from reconstruction.m (using 28DEC data)
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%−−−−−
%Find the fit coeffecients
%




d (:,6) =d(:,6).∗0.0015; %LEM correction factor to amps
f1=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,1) , ’poly1’) ;
f2=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,2) , ’poly1’) ;
f3=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,3) , ’poly1’) ;
f4=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,4) , ’poly1’) ;
f5=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,5) , ’poly1’) ;




d (:,6) =d(:,6).∗0.0015; %LEM correction factor to amps
f1=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,1) , ’poly1’) ;
f2=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,2) , ’poly1’) ;
f3=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,3) , ’poly1’) ;
f4=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,4) , ’poly1’) ;
f5=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,5) , ’poly1’) ;




d (:,6) =d(:,6).∗0.0015; %LEM correction factor to amps
f1=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,1) , ’poly1’) ;
f2=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,2) , ’poly1’) ;
f3=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,3) , ’poly1’) ;
f4=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,4) , ’poly1’) ;
f5=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,5) , ’poly1’) ;




d (:,6) =d(:,6).∗0.0015; %LEM correction factor to amps
f1=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,1) , ’poly1’) ;
f2=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,2) , ’poly1’) ;
f3=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,3) , ’poly1’) ;
f4=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,4) , ’poly1’) ;
f5=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,5) , ’poly1’) ;




d (:,6) =d(:,6).∗0.0015; %LEM correction factor to amps
f1=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,1) , ’poly1’) ;
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f2=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,2) , ’poly1’) ;
f3=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,3) , ’poly1’) ;
f4=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,4) , ’poly1’) ;
f5=fit(d (:,6) ,d (:,5) , ’poly1’) ;






































legend(’True’,’Breaker 1’, ’Breaker 2’, ’Breaker 3’, ’Breaker 4’);
title ( ’Correction Algorithm Applied to Sensor Array’);





















title ( ’Raw Output of Sensor Array’);
legend(’True’,’Breaker 1’, ’Breaker 2’, ’Breaker 3’, ’Breaker 4’);
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’)
Series of figures for simulated experiment with step transient reconstruction
%%
% Demo of transient detection algorithm
brkr=[zeros(1,100),ones(1,50),zeros(1,100),ones(1,15) ,6.∗ones(1,50) ,ones(1,15) ,zeros(1,100)];
main=[zeros(1,100),(ones(1,50).∗5),zeros(1,100),(5.∗ones(1,15)) ,...
(10.∗ones(1,50)) ,(5.∗ ones(1,15)) ,zeros(1,100)];
close all
figure


































set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’)
axis([0, length(main),−6,6]);
title ( ’ Difference of Mains and Breaker Diff Streams’);













legend(’Breaker Sensor Diff Stream’,’Interference Transients’ , ’Location’, ’NorthWest’)
ylabel(’Current’)
xlabel(’Time’)











title ( ’Reconstructed Breaker Current’)
xlabel(’Time’)
ylabel(’Current’)
set(gcf, ’Color’ , ’w’)
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B.2 Selected Nilm Manager Server Code
The Nilm Manager server is a Ruby on Rails web application. This project consists
of dozens of configuration files, libraries, and stylesheets which, while required for
correct operation, are not included here for sake of brevity. These ancillary files are
available upon request. The code presented here is the core application framework.
B.2.1 Controllers
Controllers provide the routing framework for the application. Controllers are regis-
tered with the server and each method processes a particular URL query. URL routes
for methods are indicated in comments preceding the function definition.
users controller.rb
This controller handles all actions on User objects. Authentication is handled sep-
arately by the Devise plugin. Admins may perform any action on a User object,
including listing all current users. Admins can promote or demote any user but can-
not demote themselves from admin status. Users can edit their own information but
cannot access or edit information about any other user.





if (not current user or not current user.admin?)
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}





respond to do |format|
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format.html # index.html.erb













if (! current user)
if resource. active for authentication ?
set flash message :notice , :signed up if is navigational format?
sign up(resource name, resource)
respond with resource, : location => after sign up path for(resource)
else
set flash message :notice , :”signed up but #{resource.inactive message}” if
is navigational format?
expire session data after sign in !
respond with resource, : location => after inactive sign up path for(resource)
end
else
respond to do |format|
format.html { redirect to @user, notice : ’User was successfully updated.’ }




clean up passwords resource
respond to do |format|
format.html { render action: ”edit” }







if (not (current user.admin? || current user . id==params[:id]))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}




respond to do |format|
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format.html # show.html.erb





if (not (current user.admin? || current user . id==params[:id]))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}








if (not (current user.admin? || current user . id==params[:id]))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}




if (current user .admin? && @user.id!=current user.id)
#only other administrators can set the admin flag






respond to do |format|
if @user.save
format.html { redirect to @user, notice : ’User was successfully updated.’ }
format.json { head :no content }
else
format.html { render action: ”edit” }







if (not current user.admin?)
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}
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@user.destroy if (@user.id!=current user.id)
respond to do |format|
format.html { redirect to users url }





This controller handles all actions on DataView objects. Any user can add a DataView
and any user can list all DataViews. Listing all DataViews returns only the name,
description, and a url for the image. This reduces initial load time on the client in
the case where there are dozens of DataView objects. When a DataView is requested
directly it includes the JSON data string which represents the saved state. This
string is parsed by the client framework to restore the particular plot to the view.
The image is stored as a base 64 encoded png so the route to *.png is caught by the
controller which dynamically builds a png to return to the client. The headers are
manipulated so the client can load the image using the standard html <img> tag
with a src attribute.
class DataViewsController < ApplicationController
before filter : authenticate user !, :except=>[:index, :show, :image]
layout ”modal”
# GET /data views
# GET /data views.json
def index
@data views = DataView.all
respond to do |format|
format.html # index.html.erb




# GET /data views/1
# GET /data views/1.json
def show
@data view = DataView.find(params[:id])
respond to do |format|
format.html # show.html.erb
format.json { render json: @data view }
end
end
# GET /data views/new
# GET /data views/new.json
def new
@data view = DataView.new
end
# GET /data views/1/edit
def edit
@data view = DataView.find(params[:id])
if (not (current user.admin? || current user==@data view.user))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}




respond to do |format|
format.html # new.html.erb
format.json { render json: @data view }
end
end
# POST /data views
# POST /data views.json
def create
@data view = DataView.new(params[:data view])
@data view.user = current user
#remove the text before the image data
@data view.image = @data view.image.gsub(”data:image/png;base64,”,””);
respond to do |format|
if @data view.save
format.html { redirect to @data view, notice: ’Data view was successfully created.’ }
format.json { render json: @data view, status: :created, location : @data view }
else
format.html { render action: ”new” }




# PUT /data views/1
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# PUT /data views/1.json
def update
@data view = DataView.find(params[:id])
#only admins and the view owner can edit
if (not (current user.admin? || current user==@data view.user))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}




respond to do |format|
if @data view.update attributes(params[:data view])
format.html { redirect to @data view, notice: ’Data view was successfully updated.’ }
format.json { head :no content }
else
format.html { render action: ”edit” }




# DELETE /data views/1
# DELETE /data views/1.json
def destroy
@data view = DataView.find(params[:id])
if (not (current user.admin? || current user==@data view.user))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}





respond to do |format|
format.html { redirect to data views url }




@data view = DataView.find(params[:id])
respond to do |format|
format.html {render :layout=>false}#render as image







This controller catches the global admin route. The index method serves up the admin
page and requests from this page are handled by object controllers like users controller
and nilmdbs controller.
class AdminController < ApplicationController




if ( user signed in?)








This controller handles all actions on NilmDB objects. Authentication as an admin
is required to change metadata associated with any stream, add, remove, or edit
a NilmDB. All other actions are allowed by any user. The communication to the
particular NilmDB server is handled by the NilmDB model itself. If a NilmDB fails
to respond to requests the error is caught by this controller and suppressed. In this
way the client can still operate and only the active NilmDB servers are shown.













rescue Errno::ECONNREFUSED, NoMethodError, SocketError #just ignore, either port





































#only admins can do this
unless current user!=nil && current user.admin?
puts ”current user id” + current user.id
render : status=>:unauthorized, :json => {}
return
end
result = @nilmdb.set metadata(params[:stream],params[:data])
else
@nilmdb = Nilmdb.find(params[:id])









if (current user==nil or (not current user.admin?))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}




respond to do |format|
format.html # index.html.erb






if (current user==nil or (not current user.admin?))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}







respond to do |format|
format.html {render :layout => ”application”}






if (current user==nil or (not current user.admin?))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}






if (current user==nil or (not current user.admin?))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}









if (current user==nil or (not current user.admin?))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}




respond to do |format|
if @nilmdb.save
format.html { redirect to @nilmdb, notice: ’Nilmdb was successfully created.’ }
format.json { render json: @nilmdb, status: :created, location : @nilmdb }
else
format.html { render action: ”new” }







if (current user==nil or (not current user.admin?))
respond to do |format|
format.html {redirect to root url and return}




respond to do |format|
if @nilmdb.update attributes(params[:nilmdb])
format.html { redirect to @nilmdb, notice: ’Nilmdb was successfully updated.’ }
format.json { head :no content }
else
format.html { render action: ”edit” }







if (current user==nil or (not current user.admin?))
respond to do |format|
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format.html {redirect to root url and return}





respond to do |format|
format.html { redirect to nilmdbs url }





This is the global application controller which is required glue for the Rails frame-
work. protect from forgery adds headers to the pages which help prevent cross
site scripting (XSS) attacks.




This controller is similar to admin controller. It serves up the home view and any
actions on the main page are handled by the other controllers. The designer action
is under development. Ultimately this will be a filter designer module.
class HomeController < ApplicationController








Models are object versions of the tables in the server database. Rails ActiveRecord
manages the translation of database objects to Rails models.
data view.rb
A DataView is a saved plot. The full state of the Nilm Manager client is stored as a
JSON string in the data field. The name and description fields help identify the plot
as well as the image which is generated from the HTML canvas object that draws the
plot. The data view can be converted to an abbreviated JSON which only contains
the name, description, and a generated image url. This abbreviated form is used to
when the client requests a list of all available DataViews.
class DataView < ActiveRecord::Base
attr accessible :data, : description , :name, :user, :image
belongs to :user
validates :name, :description , :data, :image, : user id , :presence => true
validates :name, :uniqueness => true
def as json(options)








This model encapsulates a physical NilmDB server. All actions that can be performed
on a NilmDB server can be done through this model by calling the appropriate actions.
class Nilmdb < ActiveRecord::Base
attr accessible : description , : location , :name, :url
validates :name, :presence => true





#return an array of tuples consisting of [#id, #stream, #format]
rawlist= HTTParty.get(”#{self.url}/stream/list”, :query=>{:extended=>true})
return rawlist.map{|val| val . unshift self . id}
end
def info








info [: path] = data[:path]
info [: version ] = HTTParty.get(”#{self.url}/version”)
return info
end
def count(stream,start time,end time)
#return the number of entries in the given [stream] between [ start time ] and [end time]
params={:count=>1,
:path=>stream}
#if a start and end has been given, add them to the request
#otherwise it is an implicit request for all the data available
params[:start]=start time if (start time)
params[:end]=end time if(end time)
return HTTParty.get(”#{self.url}/stream/extract”, :query=>params)
end
def extract(stream,start time,end time)
#return data in [stream] between [ start time ] and [end time]
params={:path=>stream,
:markup=>1}
#if a start and end has been given, add them to the request
#otherwise it is an implicit request for all the data available
params[:start]=start time if (start time)
params[:end]=end time if(end time)
return HTTParty.get(”#{self.url}/stream/extract”, :query=>params)
end
def intervals (stream,start time,end time)






















Users are identified by their unique e-mail addresses. Users also have a first and last
name. Passwords are encrypted using bcrypt for security. This is performed by the
Devise plugin. Admins are identified by the admin flag.
class User < ActiveRecord::Base
# Include default devise modules. Others available are:
# :token authenticatable , :confirmable,
# :lockable , :timeoutable and :omniauthable
devise :database authenticatable, : registerable ,
: recoverable , :rememberable, :trackable, : validatable
# Setup accessible (or protected) attributes for your model
attr accessible :email, :password, :password confirmation, :first name, :last name, :
remember me
# attr accessible : title , :body
has one :data view
validates :first name, :last name, :email, :presence => true
validates :email, :uniqueness => true
validates :password, :confirmation => true
#before validation : default values
protected
def default values




Views are served by the controllers in response to the URL request. Views are HTML
and can have embedded Ruby tags to inject dynamic content. The majority of ap-
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plication behavior is controlled by the Angular.js framework so the number of views
generated by the server is relatively small
Application Layout (application.html.erb)
All views are rendered into one of two layouts. The application layout is a full page
container which provides all necessary stylesheet and javascript injection. The page







base: ’<%=ENV[’RAILS RELATIVE URL ROOT’]%>’
}
</script>
<%= stylesheet link tag ”application”, :media => ”all” %>
<%= javascript include tag ”application” %>
<link rel=”icon” href=”favicon−static.gif” type=”image/gif” /> <!−−serve favicon.gif for
animated version −−>






<h1 style=”display: inline”><a href=”<%=root path%>”><%= image tag ”nilmdb−
white.svg”, :class=>”page−title”%>
<small>non−intrusive load monitoring </small></a>
</h1>
<span class=”pull−right”>
<% if user signed in?%>
<% if current user.admin? %>
<%=link to(”Admin”, admin index path, :class=>”btn btn−link btn−header”)%>
<%end%>
<%= link to(”Logout”, destroy user session path, :method=>:delete, :class=>”btn
btn−link btn−header”) %>
<% else %>





















This is the other available layout. Views that display as in-page popups use this
layout. This layout includes all of the styling to simulate a popup and provides
customizable header and footer sections.
<div class=”modal <%= yield :modalclass%>”>
<div class=”modal−header”>
<button type=”button” class=”close” ng−click=”cancel(hide)” aria−hidden=”true”>&
times</button>
<h3><%= yield :header %></h3>
</div>
<div class=”modal−body <%= yield :bodyclass%>”>







This is the main view. This view provides a section to select data streams, two plotting
panels, and numerous action buttons such as saving and opening DataViews (plots).



















<h5>Left Axis: <em class=”muted”>{{printUnits(AXIS.LEFT)}}</em> <br/>











<tr div ng−repeat=”stream in file.streams | filter: plottable”>
<td><input ng−model=”stream.axis”






















<!−− place holder div when no data is available to plot−−>
<div class=”span9” ng−show=”!plotValid”>
<div class=”hero−unit” style=”height:500px”>
<h1>Select Data to Plot</h1>
<%= image tag ”chart.png”%>
<br>







{{ curTimeRange() | timeRangeCompact}}
</span>
<span class=”pull−right”>
<a type=”button” class=”btn btn−primary options−button”




<a type=”button” class=”btn btn−primary options−button”
ng−click=”downloadData()” tooltip−placement=”bottom” tooltip = ”download data”
>
<i class=”icon−download−alt font−awesome−white” ></i>
</a>
<a class=”btn btn−primary options−button”
ng−click=”zoomRangePlot()” tooltip−placement=”bottom” tooltip=”zoom to
selection”>
<i class=”icon−zoom−in font−awesome−white” ng−show=”!busy”></i>
<i class=”icon−spinner icon−spin” ng−show=”busy”></i>
</a>
<!−−DataView control buttons: save and open −−>
<a class=”btn btn−primary options−button”
ng−click=”openDataView()” tooltip−placement=”bottom” tooltip=”open plot”>
<i class=”icon−folder−open font−awesome−white”></i>
</a>
<a class=”btn btn−primary options−button <% unless user signed in? %> disabled
<%end%>”
<% if user signed in? %>
ng−click=”saveDataView()” tooltip−placement=”bottom” tooltip=”save plot”>
<% else %>










<strong>Warning </strong>Some data cannot be displayed at this zoom level. Our

























Admin users can list all users which is shown the index view. Any modifications to
a user object is done through the the edit view and new users sign up (or are created











<tr ng−repeat=”user in users”>




<td><i class=”icon−pencil button” ng−click=”edit(user)”></i>






<button class=”btn btn−primary” ng−click=”newUser()”>Add User</button>
</div>
edit.html.erb
<% content for :header do%>
Edit User
<% end %>
<% content for :body do%>
<form class=”form−horizontal”>
<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.first name | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>First Name</label>
<div class=”controls”>





<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.last name | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Last Name</label>
<div class=”controls”>





<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.email | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>E−mail</label>
<div class=”controls”>




<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.admin | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Admin?</label>
<div class=”controls”>





<% content for :footer do %>
<button class=”btn” ng−click=”cancel(hide)”>Cancel</button>
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<button class=”btn btn−primary” ng−click=”save(hide)” ng−disabled=”!isSaveable()”>
<i class=”icon−spinner icon−spin” ng−show=”busy”></i> Save Changes</button>
<% end %>
new.html.erb
<% content for :header do%>






<% content for :body do%>
<form class=”form−horizontal”>
<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.first name | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>First Name</label>
<div class=”controls”>




<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.last name | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Last Name</label>
<div class=”controls”>




<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.email | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>E−mail</label>
<div class=”controls”>




<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.password | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Password</label>
<div class=”controls”>





<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.password confirmation | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Confirm</label>
<div class=”controls”>






<% if(current user && current user.admin?) %>









<% content for :footer do %>
<button class=”btn btn−primary” ng−click=”create(’<%=@action%>’,hide)”>
<i class=”icon−spinner icon−spin” ng−show=”busy”></i> Submit</button>
<% end %>
DataView Views
index lists all available data views. Saving a plot is done through the new view. The
image for a DataView can be accessed directly through the image view which displays
a page consisting solely of the <img> tag with the base 64 encoded png as the src
attribute.
index.html.erb
<% content for :header do%>
Open View:
<% end %>
<% content for :bodyclass do%>
data−view
<%end%>
<% content for :modalclass do%>
big−modal
<%end%>



























<% content for :header do%>
Save View
<% end %>
<% content for :body do%>
<form class=”form−horizontal” ng−init=”refresh()”>
<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.name | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Name</label>
<div class=”controls”>





<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.description | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Description</label>
<div class=”controls”>








<% content for :footer do %>
<button class=”btn btn−primary” ng−click=”create()”>






These views are only accessible through the admin interface. Admins can create,
modify, and view NilmDB objects which is done through new, edit, and show re-
spectively. The edit and new actions expose similar functionality so they share the
core form view. The index view lists all NilmDB objects and indicates which are
currently accessible.
A NilmDB object, as seen by Nilm Manager is only a URL to the actual NilmDB
server. Configuring the NilmDB server itself is done through the configure* views.
Each NilmDB can have multiple Nilms (referred to as “installations” in the user
interface). These Nilms consist of one or more files (referred to as “streams” in the
NilmDB documentation).
new.html.erb
<% content for :header do%>
New NilmDB
<% end %>
<% content for :body do%>
<%= render ”form” %>
<% end %>
<% content for :footer do %>
<button class=”btn” ng−click=”cancel(hide)”>Cancel</button>
<button class=”btn btn−primary” ng−click=”create(’<%=@action%>’,hide)”>
<i class=”icon−spinner icon−spin” ng−show=”busy”></i> Submit</button>
<% end %>
edit.html.erb
<% content for :header do%>
Edit NilmDB
<% end %>
<% content for :body do%>
<%= render ”form” %>
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<% end %>
<% content for :footer do %>
<button class=”btn” ng−click=”cancel(hide)”>Cancel</button>
<button class=”btn btn−primary” ng−click=”save(hide)” ng−disabled=”!isSaveable()”>




































<div ng−show=”!configureFile && !configureNilm” class=”well well−small”>
<h4>Select Item to Configure</h4>
<dl class=”dl−horizontal”>
<dt><%= image tag ”data−explorer.png”%></dt>
<dd>Nilm Installation</dd>










<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.name | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Name</label>
<div class=”controls”>




<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.description | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Description</label>
<div class=”controls”>





<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.location | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>Location</label>
<div class=”controls”>





<div class=”control−group” ng−class=”errors.url | errorClass”>
<label class=”control−label”>URL</label>
<div class=”controls”>





















<button class=”btn” ng−show=”nilmdb.status==’active’” ng−click=”view(nilmdb)”
> View</button>
<span class=”muted” ng−show=”nilmdb.status==’error’”> oﬄine</span>
</td>
<td><i class=”icon−pencil button” ng−click=”edit(nilmdb)”></i>























<button type=”button” class=”btn btn−primary” ng−click=”saveNilm()” ng−
disabled=”!saveableNilm()”>Save Changes</button>

















<dd>{{editFile.size | fileSize }}</dd>
<dl>
<hr>
Display as: <input type=”text” ng−model=”editFile.displayName”>














<tr ng−repeat=”stream in editFile.streams”>
<td>{{stream.id+1}}</td>
<td><input type=”checkbox” ng−model=”stream.plottable”></td>
<td><input class=”input−mini” type=”text” ng−model=”stream.name” required><
/td>
<td><input class=”input−mini” type=”text” placeholder=”none” ng−model=”
stream.units”></td>
<td><input class=”input−mini” type=”text” ng−model=”stream.offset”></td>
<td><input class=”input−mini” type=”text” ng−model=”stream.scaleFactor”></td
>
<td><input class=”input−mini” type=”text” placeholder=”auto” ng−model=”stream
.defaultRange.min”></td>






<button type=”button” class=”btn btn−primary” ng−click=”saveFile()” ng−disabled=”!
saveableFile()”>Save Changes</button>






Nilm Manager is a thick client application. This means that the client does a large
amount of work locally and only relies on the server for data and session management.
Angular.js is a javascript framework that manages the complexity of thick client web
applications. The code included in this section represents the core structure of the
Angular.js framework. The codes is broken into four groups: Controllers, Services,
Directives, and Models.
B.3.1 Controllers
Controllers are client javascript objects that coordinate the interaction between the
user and the server. Controllers are bound to state variables that represent the user
interface, any changes to these state variables trigger methods in the controller. Every
major view in the application has a separate controller.
homeController.js
This is the main application controller. This controller manages the plotting windows,
and data selection panel.
’use strict ’ ;
var AXIS={OFF:0, LEFT:1, RIGHT:2};
var BUFFER FACTOR = 2.0;
var DEAD TIME = 100; //ms
/∗ Controllers ∗/
//Server NILM data model
//stream url’s corresponding to data files
// /BASE NAME/FILE NAME/ [data type]
//Client NILM data model
//array of stream objects
//stream has title , description , url and array of data objects
//data has title , units , and column
function getBufferedTimeRange(timeRange){
//given a start , end, and factor
//return [( start−end)∗factor − start | ( start−end)∗factor + end]
var startms = timeRange.startTime.getTime();
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var endms = timeRange.endTime.getTime();




















$scope. ctrlplotlimits = new AxisLimits();
$scope.navPlotData=””;
$scope.navplotlimits = new AxisLimits();





$scope.decimationError=false; //set to true if the data does not have decimations available at














































var start = new Date($scope.navplotlimits.xmin);
var end = new Date($scope.navplotlimits.xmax);
return {





















// iterate through all the enabled streams and create a time range that encloses all the
data












































alert (”error ! too much data to download. select a smaller region”);
return
}














//handle zoom fit button to set range selection
//to the bounds of the zoom plot
$scope.zoomRangePlot=function(){
if ($scope.selectedNilm == null | $scope.navRangeSelect==null)
return;
var startTime = new Date($scope.navRangeSelect.xmin);
var endTime = new Date($scope.navRangeSelect.xmax);
var timeRange = {startTime: startTime, endTime: endTime}
//save this new time range to the selected nilm so if













//handle the range selection
//
$scope.$watch(’navRangeSelect’,function(){
if ($scope.selectedNilm == null || $scope.navRangeSelect==null)
return;












$scope. ctrlplotlimits = tmpAxisLimits;












//get a color for this stream if it doesn’t have one yet
///the color service manages plot color allocation .
//when a stream turns on it checks out a color and when it turns
//off it returns it .










//no plot to adjust , so create a whole new plot
if ($scope.plotValid == false){
//save this time range to the nilm object






///figure out if the y axis needs default ranges applied
//this is the case when a stream is added to an axis that doesn’t have any data
//yet. This can be determined by comparing the stream that changed’s AXIS with the
//current number of streams on that axis, if its 1 then we need to apply default axes.
var axisLimits=new AxisLimits();
var setY1axis = false; var setY2axis=false;
if (stream.axis==AXIS.LEFT && $scope.selectedNilm.getStreamsOnAxis(AXIS.LEFT).
length==1){
//apply default ranges to the y1 axis
axisLimits=$scope.calculateDefaultYLimits(axisLimits,AXIS.LEFT);
setY1axis=true;
} else if (stream.axis==AXIS.RIGHT && $scope.selectedNilm.getStreamsOnAxis(AXIS.
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RIGHT).length==1){




// first get the new data for the main plot








//now set up the default ranges, if applicable



















//now get the data for the range plot



















//now set up the default ranges, if applicable





















//handle plot scrolling and zooming
//
var dynamicUpdate = function(){
if ($scope.selectedNilm==null || $scope. ctrlplotlimits ==null)
return;
if ($scope. ctrlplotlimits .xmin==null)
return; //this call was generated by the initialization routine, no scrolling or zooming
yet so ignore
//update the nav plot selection range



















//console. log(”regular data request”)











$scope.$watch(’ ctrlplotlimits ’ ,dynamicUpdate);
$scope.calculateDefaultYLimits=function(axisLimits,axis){
//go through all the streams on y1 and figure out the min and max default ranges
//if any are null then keep the y1 axis null so it is auto scaled
if (axis==AXIS.LEFT || axis==null){
var y1 streams=$scope.selectedNilm.getStreamsOnAxis(AXIS.LEFT);
for(var i=0;i<y1 streams.length;i++){
var defaultRange = y1 streams[i].defaultRange;













var defaultRange = y1 streams[i].defaultRange;

















var defaultRange = y2 streams[i].defaultRange;













var defaultRange = y2 streams[i].defaultRange;







































if ( rescaleCtrlPlot )
$scope. ctrlplotlimits =axisLimits;
else{ //manually reset the range select









//Open and Save data views
//
$scope.openDataView = function(){
//show all the available views to load
$scope.dialog=$dialog.dialog({
templateUrl: config .base+’/data views.html’,






if ( result . status!=’ok’)











ctrlPlotLimits : $scope. ctrlplotlimits ,
}
for(var i=0;i<$scope.selectedNilm.files .length; i++){
var file ={id: $scope.selectedNilm. files [ i ]. name, streams: []};
for(var j=0;j<$scope.selectedNilm.files [ i ]. streams.length; j++){
var stream = $scope.selectedNilm.files [ i ]. streams[j ];
if (stream.axis!=AXIS.OFF){
file .streams.push({id: stream.id, color : stream.color , axis : stream.axis});
}
}
saveObject. files .push( file ) ;
}
var dataView = {data: JSON.stringify(saveObject), image: $scope.savePlotImage()}
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$scope.dialog=$dialog.dialog({
templateUrl: config .base+’/data views/new’,






HomeCtrl.$inject = [’$scope’, ’ $location ’ , ’$dialog’ , ’nilmService’ , ’ colorService ’ , ’
dataViewService’];
dataviewController.js














DataViewCtrl.$inject = [’$scope’, ’dataViewService’];









$scope.dataViews=[]; //all data views
$scope.filteredDataViews=[]; //data views that match the query string
$scope.displayedDataViews=[]; //data views that match the query string and the current page #
$scope.query=null;































var startIndex = ($scope.currentPage−1)∗RESULTS PER PAGE;













var startIndex = ($scope.currentPage−1)∗RESULTS PER PAGE;



















$scope.dataView orig = dataView;
$scope.dataView edit=angular.copy(dataView);
$scope.modal=$modal({
template: config .base+’/data views/’+data view.id+’/edit’,
show: true,
































DataViewDialogCtrl.$inject = [’$scope’, ’ $filter ’ , ’ dialog ’ , ’dataView’, ’dataViewService’];
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adminController.js
This controller manages the admin root page. Admin operations on individual objects
such as NilmDB’s and users are provided by their respective controllers.
function AdminCtrl($scope){




AdminCtrl.$inject = [’$scope’ ];
nilmdb.js
This controller provides admin level access to NilmDB objects. While this script
is publicly available, the server determines whether the current request is allowed,
calling the function to modify a particular NilmDB will only succeed if the user is
logged in and registered as an admin.









// attributes for controlling the view
$scope.configureNilm = false;
$scope. configureFile = false;





//Helper function to create the directory structure
//using the nilms array
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//load all available nilmdbs and their associated nilms






var nilmdb = $scope.nilmdbs[i]
nilmdb.status=”pending”




console. log(”setting nilmdb: ”+ nilmdb.id+” to error”);
nilmdb.status = ”error”
} else{











//load a single nilmdb identified by ’ id ’












































































//Watch hooks to listen for selection events on the tree
//
// when a Nilm is selected nilm=[nilm], file =null


























$scope. configuringTitle=”Stream ”+truncate(curFile.name.split(’/’).reverse() [0],25)
});
////////////////////////////////////////////////////
































//place curFile into the nilm object so saving the nilm object
//updates the file
for(var i=0;i<$scope.curNilm.files.length; i++){
if ($scope.curNilm. files [ i ]. name==$scope.curFile.name){













//truncate adds ellipses if the name is longer than ’len’
function truncate(str , len){
if (len<5){
console. log(”can’t truncate to length ”+len);
return str;
}





NilmDBCtrl.$inject = [’$scope’, ’$modal’, ’$timeout’, ’nilmdbService’, ’nilmService’ ];
user.js
This controller provides admin level access to user objects. Security is provided by
the server controllers.
















































































UserCtrl.$inject = [’$scope’, ’$modal’, ’userService ’ ];
B.3.2 Services
Services allow client controllers to interact with server controllers. Any operation
that requires sending data to or receiving data from the server is performed by a
service object. All server calls are done asynchronously through Javascript. The user
interface is updated as results are received.
color.js
This is a color service which manages color allocation for plots. There is no server




//Manages plot colors. Each nilm object gets its streams
//assigned a color out of the static colors array defined here
//future implementations might check for stored color preferences
//on the user’s machine
//
var serviceModule = angular.module(’myApp.services.color’,[])
serviceModule.
factory( ’ colorService ’ , function(){







reservations : [], // initialized when service is first called
colorGroups: {},
checkoutColor: function(nilm){
if ( colorService . reservations .length==0){
// initialize the reservations
for(var i=0;i<colorService.colors .length; i++)
colorService . reservations .push({reserved: {}, color : colorService . colors [ i ]}) ;
}
//go through the reservations until a color is found
for(var i=0;i<colorService. reservations .length; i++){
if ( colorService . reservations [ i ]. reserved[nilm.id]===undefined ||
colorService . reservations [ i ]. reserved[nilm.id]==false){
colorService . reservations [ i ]. reserved[nilm.id]=true;
//console. log(”checking out color : ”+colorService.reservations [ i ]. color);
return colorService. reservations [ i ]. color
}
}
//out of colors ! return the last available color and register an error
console. log(”out of colors !”);
return colorService.colors [ colorService . colors .length−1];
},
requestColor: function(nilm,color){
if ( colorService . reservations .length==0){
// initialize the reservations
for(var i=0;i<colorService.colors .length; i++)
colorService . reservations .push({reserved: {}, color : colorService . colors [ i ]}) ;
}
//go through the reservations until the color is found
for(var i=0;i<colorService. reservations .length; i++){
if ( colorService . reservations [ i ]. color== color){






//go through the reservations until the color is found,
//mark it available for use
for(var i=0;i<colorService. reservations .length; i++){
if ( colorService . reservations [ i ]. color==color){
if (! colorService . reservations [ i ]. reserved[nilm.id ])
console. log(”color already returned”);
//console. log(”returning color : ”+colorService.reservations [ i ]. color);








if ( colorService . reservations .length==0){
// initialize the reservations
for(var i=0;i<colorService.colors .length; i++)
colorService . reservations .push({reserved: {}, color : colorService . colors [ i ]}) ;
}
for(var i=0;i<colorService. reservations .length; i++){







The DataView service coordinates client DataViews objects with server DataView
objects.
var serviceModule = angular.module(’myApp.services.dataview’,[])
serviceModule.
factory( ’dataViewService’, [ ’$http’ , ’ colorService ’ , function($http, colorService ){



















”url”: config .base+’/data views/’+dataView.id,









































restoreSessionFromDataView: function(dataView, scope, callback){
//set up the scope parameters to match the dataView
var data = JSON.parse(dataView.data);
//1.) select the right nilm
var error=true;
for(var i=0;i<scope.nilms.length;i++){











//2.) setup the streams
for(var i=0;i<scope.selectedNilm. files .length; i++){
var file =scope.selectedNilm. files [ i ];
for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++){
file .streams[j ]. axis=AXIS.OFF; //turn all the streams off
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scope.selectedNilm.rightAxisUnits=””; //reset the axis labels
colorService . resetColors(scope.selectedNilm); //return all colors to the colorService
error=true
//2a.) find the matching file
for(var i=0;i<data.files .length; i++){
if (data. files [ i ]. streams.length==0)
continue; //skip this file because none of the streams are plotted
var file = null;
error=true;
for(var j=0;j<scope.selectedNilm. files .length; j++){
file =scope.selectedNilm. files [ j ];










//2b.) find the matching stream
for(var k=0;k<data.files[ i ]. streams.length;k++){
var stream=null;
error=true;
for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++){
if ( file .streams[j ]. id==data.files[ i ]. streams[k ]. id){
file .streams[j ]. axis=parseInt(data. files [ i ]. streams[k ]. axis)
if ( file .streams[j ]. units!=””){
if ( file .streams[j ]. axis==AXIS.LEFT)
scope.selectedNilm.leftAxisUnits=file .streams[j ]. units
else if ( file .streams[j ]. axis==AXIS.RIGHT)
scope.selectedNilm.rightAxisUnits=file .streams[j ]. units
}
file .streams[j ]. color=data. files [ i ]. streams[k ]. color ;






callback({status : ’ error ’ , message: ’the stream ”’+data.files [ i ]. streams[k ]. id+’”





//3.) setup the time ranges
scope. ctrlplotlimits = data.ctrlPlotLimits;
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scope.navplotlimits = data.navPlotLimits;
//4.) manually load the nav range plot , the main plot takes care of itself
var timeRange={startTime: new Date(scope.navplotlimits.xmin), endTime: new Date(
scope.navplotlimits.xmax)};
scope.generatePlot(timeRange,false);








The Nilm service interacts with NilmDB servers through the server NilmDB con-
troller. This service can pull data from streams, determine appropriate level of deci-
mation, and create a full hierarchy of client objects (see the model section below).
’use strict ’ ;
/∗ Services ∗/
var CONFIG KEY=”config key ”
var MAX POINTS=3600;
var MAX DOWNLOAD POINTS=1000000;
//var TIMEZONE CORRECTION = 1000∗60∗60∗−5;
/////////////////////////
///check the parameters against the existing start and end times stored in the nilm object
//if either is null a warning is added to the NILM object. The min start and the max end





if (startTime==null || endTime==null){
nilm.warnings.push(”stream [”+name+”] has no data”);
} else {
endTime = new Date(endTime/1000);
endTime.setHours(23); endTime.setMinutes(59);













function processInterval ( file , intervals ){
//clear out the existing data
//clear out the existing data
for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++)
file .streams[j ]. data=[];
for(var j=0;j<intervals.length; j++){
for(var i=0;i<file .streams.length; i++){
var stream = file .streams[i ];
stream.data.push([ intervals [ j ][0]/1000,0]) ;
stream.data.push([ intervals [ j ][1]/1000,0]) ;





//clear out the existing data
for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++)







if (row.length==0) //last row doesn’t have data because reponse ends with a \n
continue;
var words = row.split(” ”);
//check if this is an interval
if (words[0]==”#”){











var timestamp = parseInt(row.substring(0,row.indexOf(” ”)))/1000;
//timestamp += TIMEZONE CORRECTION;
row = row.substring(row.indexOf(” ”)+1, row.length).split(” ”);
for(var i=0;i<file .streams.length; i++){
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var stream = file .streams[i ];





var mean = (parseFloat(row[i])−stream.offset)∗stream.scaleFactor;
var min = (parseFloat(row[file .streams.length+i])−stream.offset)∗stream.scaleFactor;
var max = (parseFloat(row[file.streams.length∗2+i])−stream.offset)∗stream.scaleFactor;


















var title = data[”title” ];
var description = data[”description”]
if ( title !=null)






function addFile(nilm,url ,dataType, fileData, $http){
//if this is the base file it doesn’t have a ˜decim tag










var file = null;
//check to see if we already have this file
for(var i=0;i<nilm.files .length; i++){
if (name==nilm.files[i].name){
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nilm. files [ i ]. addDecimation(url,factor,rowCount,format)
file =nilm. files [ i ];
}
}
if (! file ){
file = new File(name);













//this is the base decimation level , read the configuration



















var serviceModule = angular.module(’myApp.services.nilm’,[])
//////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//Nilm Service





factory( ’nilmService’ , [ ’$http’ , ’ colorService ’ , function($http, colorService ){
var nilmService = {
///////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//This function builds nilm objects based off the structure
//of the nilmdb stream listings .
//any directory with /info stream is considered an object





// /sharon/info <−−−−−−−−−designates sharon as a nilm object
// /sharon/raw <−−−−−−−−−a file and its decimated versions
// /sharon/raw˜decim−4
// /sharon/raw˜decim−8 <−−−−−−−−− the tag ˜decim means this has decimated data
// /sharon/prep <−−−−−−−−−a non decimated file
// /lees/no−leak/info <−−−−−−−−−designates lees/no−leak as a nilm object
// /lees/no−leak/raw <−−−−−−−−−files in lees/no−leak object
// /lees/no−leak/prep
// /sharon/bad/example <−−−−−−−−−−−∗ILLEGAL Format∗
//
// is [ id ] is specified then only that nilmdb will be loaded,
// otherwise all available nilmdbs will be loaded
//status messages for getNilmData
DECIMATION ERROR: ”data is not decimated enought for this zoom level”,
NO DATA ERROR: ”no data was actually requested”,
TOO MUCH DATA ERROR: ”requesting more than ”+MAX POINTS+” of data is not
allowed”,











// iterate over files to get metadata
for(var i=0;i<data.length;i++){
var nilmdb id = data[i ][0]; var url = data[i ][1];
//determine if this is a info stream
if (url .indexOf(’/info ’ )!=−1){
var baseURL=url.substring(0,url.indexOf(’/info’))
var nilm = new Nilm(baseURL,nilmdb id);




//load all the associated files
for(var j=0;j<data.length;j++){
if (j==i)
continue; //don’t process the info stream
if (nilmdb id!=data[j ][0])
continue; //just in case some crazy put an identical stream name in another
NilmDB :<
url = data[j ][1]; var dataType = data[j][2];
//look for all streams that have the same path
//corner case:
// /base/stream name != /base/stream name 2
//
















//load the stream objects that have a valid axis setting
//with data between the start and end timepoints
//only load with MAX POINTS so it finds the correct level of decimation
//if rawOnly is true then send back the raw stream, no decimations
//if the total number of rows is > MAX DOWNLOAD POINTS, return null
getNilmData: function(nilm, timeRange, callback, rawOnly){





//keep track of pending http requests so the callback is called when all the data is
ready
var numPendingFiles=nilm.files.length;
var noFilesUsed=true; //flag to determine if the nilm has no streams selected for
plotting
for (var i=0;i<nilm.files .length; i++){
var file = nilm. files [ i ];
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var useFile=false;
for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++){





//if one or more of the streams in this file is needed
















//figure out the correct level of decimations to use
while(numPoints/file.decimations[i]. factor > MAX POINTS){
i+=1;
if ( i>=file.decimations.length){









”stream”: file .decimations [0]. url ,
}}).success(function(data){
processInterval ( file ,data)
for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++){
if ( file .streams[j ]. axis!=AXIS.OFF)
plotData.push({label: file .legendName+” ”+file.streams[j].name
,
yaxis : parseInt( file .streams[j ]. axis) ,
// fillArea : [{representation : ”asymmetric”}],
//dashes: {show: true, lineWidth: 10},
lines : {lineWidth: 5},
index: file .streams[j ]. index,
shadowSize: 5,
color : file .streams[j ]. color ,










else if (rawOnly==true && numPoints > MAX DOWNLOAD POINTS){
//too many points to download, throw an error
plotData=null;























for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++){
if ( file .streams[j ]. axis!=AXIS.OFF)
plotData.push({label: file .legendName+” ”+file.streams[j].name,
yaxis : parseInt( file .streams[j ]. axis) ,
fillArea : [{representation : ”asymmetric”}],
index: file .streams[j ]. index,
color : file .streams[j ]. color ,



















//save the nilm configuration
$http({
”method”: ”PUT”,













//save the file configurations
for(var i=0;i<nilm.files .length; i++){
var file =nilm.files [ i ];
var configString=JSON.stringify(file .generateConfig());





















The NilmDB services interacts with server models of NilmDB objects. The distinction
between Nilm Manager server objects representing NilmDB’s and NilmDB’s them-
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selves is an important distinction. Interaction with NilmDB servers is done through
the nilm.js while server object manipulation is done through this service.
var serviceModule = angular.module(’myApp.services.nilmdb’,[])
serviceModule.
factory( ’nilmdbService’, [ ’$http’ ,function($http){
var nilmdbService = {
///////////////////////////////////
//Load information about nilmdbs
//if given an ’id ’ the function
//returns information for just this
//nilmdb, otherwise it returns every nilmdb



















var directory = new Directory();
directory .name=”root”;
for(var i=0;i<nilms.length;i++){
var path = nilms[i ]. id ;
path=path.split(’/’) . reverse () ;



















//remove any nilms stored in the nilmdb object before transferring it




























This service allows admin interaction with user objects.
var serviceModule = angular.module(’myApp.services.user’,[])
serviceModule.
factory( ’userService ’ , [ ’$http’ ,function($http){
























































This directive provides a new HTML element that creates a dynamic tree diagram










if (directory . directories ){
for(var i=0;i<directory. directories .length; i++){












title : directory .nilms[ i ]. name,







var files = directory.nilms[ i ]. files ;
for(var j=0;j<files .length; j++){
//get the last part of the file name since this makes sense for the tree diagram
leaf . children .push({ data: {
title : files [ j ]. name.split( ’/’) . reverse () [0],
attr :{”item−id”:files [ j ]. name,
”item−type”: ’ file ’ ,






//now add any directories
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for(var i=0;i<directory. directories .length; i++){











var json data = {};












”json data” : json data,
”core”: {
},
”plugins” :[ ”themes”,”json data”,”ui”]
},false) .bind(”loaded. jstree”, function(){
//remove all the href tags because we are using ng−click for actions
var items = $(element).find(” li > a”).removeAttr(”href”);
//set all of the directories to default open (the nilms themselves are closed)
var elems = $(element).find(” li > a[item−type=’nilm’]”);
for(var i=0;i<elems.length;i++){
$(element). jstree (”open node”,$(elems[i]) .parent().parent().parent()) ;
}
for(var i =0;i<items.length;i++){
if ($(items[ i ]) . attr(”item−type”)){
var type = $(items[i ]) . attr(”item−type”);
var id = $(items[i ]) . attr(”item−id”);
function closure( id , type, scope){
switch( type){
case ”nilm”:










case ” file ”:
$(items[ i ]) .bind(”click”,function(){
var nilmID = id.substr(0, id .lastIndexOf(’/’)) ;
nilm=getNilmByID(nilmdb.directory,nilmID);
var file =null;
for(var j=0;j<nilm.files .length; j++){
if (nilm. files [ j ]. name== id){


















app.directive ( ’ tree ’ , [ function(){

















This directive provides a new HTML element that creates a plot panel. The core func-
tionality is provided by the open source Flot javascript plotting library. Significant
customization of the plotting interface allows zooming, panning, and axis rescaling.








app.directive ( ’plot ’ , [ ’$compile’, function($compile){
’use strict ’ ;
var plot options = {














































































plot .getOptions()[’yaxes’ ][ axis ][ ’axisLabel’]=” ”;
plot .draw();
plot .getAxes()[’yaxis ’ ][ ’show’]=false;




plot .getAxes()[’yaxis ’ ][ ’show’]=true;
plot .getOptions()[’yaxes’ ][ axis ][ ’show’]=true;





scope. axislimits = new AxisLimits();
var axislimits = scope.axislimits ;
axislimits .xmin=plot.getAxes()[’xaxis’ ].options[ ’min’ ];
axislimits .xmax=plot.getAxes()[’xaxis’].options[ ’max’];
axislimits .y1min=plot.getAxes()[’yaxis’ ].options[ ’min’ ];
axislimits .y1max=plot.getAxes()[’yaxis’].options[ ’max’];
axislimits .y2min=plot.getAxes()[’y2axis’].options[ ’min’ ];
axislimits .y2max=plot.getAxes()[’y2axis’].options[ ’max’];
}












link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){
// listen for axis changes (don’t worry about the data, just change the labels )
attrs .$observe(’y1label ’ , function(value){
setAxisLabel(value,0)});
attrs .$observe(’y2label ’ , function(value){
setAxisLabel(value,1)});
// listen for changes in the data
scope.$watch(’plotdata’, function(value){
if (value==null || value==””){
return;
}














plot .getOptions()[’ crosshair ’ ][ ’mode’]=””
}
})




plot .getAxes()[’xaxis’ ]. options[ ’min’]=value.xmin;
plot .getAxes()[’xaxis’ ]. options[ ’max’]=value.xmax;
plot .getAxes()[’yaxis ’ ]. options[ ’min’]=value.y1min;
plot .getAxes()[’yaxis ’ ]. options[ ’max’]=value.y1max;
plot .getAxes()[’y2axis’ ]. options[ ’min’]=value.y2min;





plot = $.plot(element, [[]], plot options) ;
//






//add the axis resize buttons
//












var X AXIS=0; var Y1 AXIS=1; var Y2 AXIS=2; var UNSPECIFIED AXIS=−1;
$(element).on(”setResizableAxis”,function(event, axis){
scope.$apply(function(){







































//set up the resizing functionality
var width = $(element).parent().width()
$(element).width(width−12)
$(window).bind(”resize”,function(){









app.directive ( ’navplot’ , [ function(){
’use strict ’ ;
var plot options = {
















































link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){


















plot .getAxes()[’xaxis’ ]. options[ ’min’]=value.xmin;
plot .getAxes()[’xaxis’ ]. options[ ’max’]=value.xmax;
plot .getAxes()[’yaxis ’ ]. options[ ’min’]=value.y1min;
plot .getAxes()[’yaxis ’ ]. options[ ’max’]=value.y1max;
plot .getAxes()[’y2axis’ ]. options[ ’min’]=value.y2min;




//watch for range selection events from panning and zooming in the main plot
scope.$watch(’rangeselect ’ , function(value){
if (value==null)
return;







plot = $.plot(element, [[]], plot options) ;
//set up the resizing functionality
var width = $(element).parent().width()
$(element).width(width−12)
$(window).bind(”resize”,function(){





















app.directive ( ’datepicker’ , [ function(){












link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){
var datePicker = null;








if (scope.mintime==null || scope.maxtime==null)
return ’’;




























app.directive ( ’ alert ’ , [ ’$timeout’, function($timeout){








template:’<div class=”alert {{type}}” ng−show=”show”>’+
’{{content}}’+
’<button type=”button” class=”close” data−dismiss=”alert”>&times;</button>’
+
’</div>’,
link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){
scope.show=false;









app.directive ( ’checkmark’, [function(){








link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){









//Disk Usage Pie Chart
//
app.directive ( ’diskuse’ , [ function(){
’use strict ’ ;








formatter: function(label, series ){
return ’<div style=”font−size:8pt;text−align:center;padding:2px;color:
white;”>’+













var gib = Math.pow(2,30);
var gbFree = (free/gib).toFixed(0);
var gbUsed = (used/gib).toFixed(0);
var gbOther = (other/gib).toFixed(0);
$.plot(container, [ {label: ”NilmDB (”+gbUsed+” GiB)”, data: used},
{label: ”Other (”+gbOther+” GiB)”, data:other},








template: ”<div style=’width:400px; height:200px’></div>”,
link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){
//scope. free = attrs. free ;












app.directive ( ’ status ’ , [ function(){



























app.directive ( ’confirmable’ , [ ’$compile’, function($compile){
’use strict ’ ;
return {
restrict : ’A’,






link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){




title : ”Are you sure?”,

























link : function linkFn(scope,element,attrs , controller ){
$(element). tooltip ({





app.directive ( ’navbar’, [ function(){












’<span class=”brand” href=”#”> {{name}} </span>’ +
’<ul class=”nav”>’ +
’<li class=”divider−vertical”></li>’ +
’<li ng−repeat=”tab in tabs” class=”{{isActive(tab)}}”>’ +




link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){














This directive provides a new HTML element that produces a Python IDE using the
Codemirror javascript library.
var app=angular.module(’myApp.directives.codemirror’, []);
app.directive ( ’codemirror’, [ function(){






link : function linkFn(scope, element, attrs , controller ){




















//NilmDB: a server instance. stored as a model by rails
//




















var new dir = path.pop();
for(var i=0;i<this.directories .length; i++){
var dir = this. directories [ i ];





//if we got here then this is a new directory
var new directory=new Directory();
new directory.name=new dir;
new directory.addNilm(path,nilm);
this. directories .push(new directory);
}
}
function Nilm(id, nilmdb id){
this. id=id;
this.nilmdb id = nilmdb id; //server where this nilm data resides











path=id.split( ’/’) . reverse () ;
this.name=path[0]; //the filename of this nilm ( last part of the id)
}
Nilm.prototype.getStreamsOnAxis=function(axis){
// iterate through all the streams and return an array
//containing those on the axis requested
var onAxis=[];
for(var i=0;i<this. files .length; i++){
var file =this. files [ i ]
for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++){







// iterate through all files and streams to asign
//a monotonic index to each stream
Nilm.prototype.sortStreams=function(){
var index=0
for(var i=0;i<this. files .length; i++){
var file =this. files [ i ]
for(var j=0;j<file .streams.length; j++){







for(var i=0;i<this. files .length; i++){

































var bytesPerRow=parseInt(result[2])∗(parseInt(result [1]) )/8+8;
var size=rowCount∗bytesPerRow;





















”units”:this.streams[i ]. units ,
”scaleFactor”:this.streams[i ]. scaleFactor ,
” offset ”:this.streams[i ]. offset ,
”plottable”: this.streams[i ]. plottable ,













this.streams[i ]. units=config.streams[i ]. units ;
this.streams[i ]. scaleFactor=config.streams[i ]. scaleFactor ;
this.streams[i ]. offset = config.streams[i ]. offset ;
this.streams[i ]. plottable=config.streams[i ]. plottable ;
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